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Thursday 21 July 2022
Starting at 10.30 am
ANCIENT, ISLAMIC AND INDIAN COINS

901

902

903

901
Macedonia, Alexander III (336-323 BC), tetradrachm, Amphipolis, head of Herakles right, rev., Zeus seated left;
cockerel in field, 17.12g (Price 79), old mark on cheek, very fine and toned
£150-200
902
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 440 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., ΑΘΕ, owl standing right with head facing,
17.20g (cf. Starr pl. 22, 1; Svoronos pls. 11-12), good very fine	    £400-500
903
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., ΑΘΕ, owl standing right with head facing,
17.20g (cf. Starr pl. 22; Svoronos pl 12), well centred, about extremely fine
    £600-700

904

905

906

904
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., ΑΘΕ, owl standing right with head facing,
17.19g (cf. Starr pl. 22, 1), very fine  	 £400-500
905
Pamphylia, Aspendos, stater, c. 450 BC, helmeted warrior advancing right with shield and spear, rev., lion rearing left
through the legs of a triskeles, 10.99g (cf. BMC 9 var. – with lion to right; Gorny & Mosch 284, 345, same dies), test cut on
edge of reverse, good very fine	    £500-600
906
Pamphylia, Side, stater, c. 450 BC, pomegranate in dotted circle, rev., helmeted head of Athena right in incuse square,
10.84g (Atlan 16; SNG von Aulock 4762), good very fine	 £500-600
907
Lycian dynasts, 5th century BC, Teththiweibi, obol, female head left, rev., owl, 0.77g (cf. Leu 19. 2022, 1460), about
very fine; Kheriga, diobol, female head left, rev., owl in centre of tetraskeles, 1.44g, obverse scuff, very fine; and late
Roman siliqua of Leo I, edge fragmentary, fine to very fine (3)	    £200-300

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

908

909

908
Cyprus, Kition, Azbaal (c. 449-425 BC), stater, Herakles striding right brandishing club and bow, rev., lion bringing
down stag right, 11.13g (BMC 101 ff.), test mark on reverse, very fine	    £300-400
909
Cyprus, Paphos, Onasioikos (c. 450-440 BC), stater, bull standing left with winged solar disc above and ankh on left
rev., eagle standing left; Cypriote inscription pa-si-o-na around; ankh on left, 11.12g (Gulbenkian 809 = Jameson 2604),
good very fine	    £600-800
910
Tacitus (275-276), specialist group of antoniniani (17), Lyon mint, comprising revs., Pax Publica, Provid Deor, Virtus
Aug, Fides Militum, Spes Publica, Temporum Felicitas (6), Mars Victor (2), Pax Aeterna (2), Felicitas Saeculi, Salus Aug
(Bastien 34, 41, 48, 57, 64, 78, 79, 85, 96, 97, 98, 101, 106, 109, 119, 121), mainly extremely fine; and an obverse brockage,
very fine, all identified in holders (18) 	   £700-800

911

914

911
Byzantine lead seal of the Ekdikoi of the Hagia Sophia (11-12th century), the Theotokos and Justinian I holding
a model of the Hagia Sophia, rev., six-line inscription, 106g, 57mm (cf. Zacos II, 63), oxidised surfaces, good fine
	 £300-400
912
Byzantine, Constantine IV (668-685), tremissis (S. 1162), very fine; India, late Kushan electrum stater of Vasu Deva
III (Göbl 596), good very fine (2)
£300-400
913
Ancient coins (29), including tetradrachms of Alexander the Great, Thasos, Athens and late Ptolemaic, drachm of Abdera
(cast copy), other issues including oriental (23) and Alexandrian billon tetradrachm of Nero and Tiberius, mainly fine to
very fine (29)	    £300-400
914
Aksumite, Ouazebas (c. 400 AD), bronze unit, bust right flanked by wheat stalks, rev., bust right with traces of gilding,
1.56g (AC 57; Munro-Hay p. 91), good very fine and rare    	
£150-200
915
Aksumite, silver units (12), various types including Ousanas (AC 26), anonymous (AC 50), Ioel (AC 129), Armah (AC 151)
and others, one fragmentary, fair to fine (12)	  £120-150
916
Aksumite, bronze units (9), anonymous (2, AC 52), Ouazebas (AC 54), anonymous (2, AC 76), Wazena (2, AC 121), Armah
(2, AC 153), mainly fine (9)	 £150-200
917
Aksumite, bronze units (30), various types, mainly fair to fine (30)	 £250-300
918
Aksumite, bronze units (46), various types, mainly fair to fine (46)	 £350-450
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

ISLAMIC COINS

919

922

919
Arab-Byzantine, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, Ae fals, Harran, undated, standing figure of caliph with hand on
sheathed sword; Muhammad to left and Harran to right, rev., modified cross on steps with Greek monogram to left and
Muhammad to right; IS below, 2.66g (Walker p.25, Vat.1; Album p. 37, 3537 RR), very fine and rare	    £200-300
920
Umayyad, Arab-Byzantine, fulus (13), of Ba’labakk (1) with two Imperial busts; Hims (9), comprising varieties with
standing Imperial figure holding spear (2) and Imperial bust (7); and Dimashq (3), all with standing Imperial figure holding
spear, fine to very fine; with standing Caliph fulus (4) including Hims, Qinnasrin and Manbij, fair to fine (17)	 £150-200
921
Umayyad, post-reform Ae fulus (27), including mints of Sarmin ( Walker 883) scarce, Ba’labakk (3), Harran, Hims,
Dimashq (6), al-Ramla, Ludd, Qinnasrin (3), Tabariya, Wasit (dated 100h) and mintless types, fine to very fine (27)
  	  £200-300
922
Umayyad, dinar, 95h, 4.28g (ICV 179; Walker 209), good very fine   	 £250-300

923
Umayyad, temp. Hisham, dinar, 107h, two pellets in lower reverse field, 4.10g (Walker 227; ICV 201; Album 136), edge
smoothed (ex-mount), otherwise about extremely fine, a very rare date
£5,000-7,000

924
Umayyad, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, dirham, 79h, no mint, 2.87g (Klat 1, same dies), with horn silver but good
very fine and very rare 	    £7,000-10,000
Damascus as the centre of the caliphate had initiated the first purely Islamic gold coinage of dinars in 77h with no mention of the mint
and it is assumed that these very rare dirhams, similarly without mention of the mint, were struck there too. The issue must have been
experimental because later in the year the name of the mint, Dimashq, appears in the obverse margin (as Klat 323a, apparently unique,
from the collection of His Excellency Hamad bin Abdullah al-Thani)) and finally, where it was to remain in subsequent years, in the
obverse inscription before the date (as Klat 323b).

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

925
Umayyad, ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, dirham, Dasht-i Maysan 81h, 2.80g (Klat 320; ICV 265), very fine and very
rare 	  £2,000-2,500
926
Umayyad, dirhams (4), Junday Sabur 94h, Darabjird 96h, Mahay 96h, and Nahr Tora 94h, 2.83, 2.80, 2.85, 2.84g, mainly
extremely fine (4)  	 £150-200
927
Umayyad, dirhams (18), all Wasit, dated 85h, 86h, 92h (2), 93h, 94h (2), 95h (2), 96h (2, one slightly clipped), 97h (2),
99h (2), 104h (with edge chip) and 105h (2), mainly extremely fine or better   (18)    	
£200-300

928

930

931

928
Artuqids of Mardin, Qutb al-din Il-Ghazi II, Ae dirham, two facing Byzantine style busts, dated erroneously 587h (for
578h), 16.01g (S&S 32 and see note, p. 94; BMC 390), good very fine	  £100-150
929
‘Abbadid, al-Mu’tamid Muhammad, fractional dinar, 1.33g (Vives 978; ICV 587), good very fine; Spanish Umayyad,
dirhams (2) of al-Andalus 329h and Madinat al-Zahra 361h, fine to very fine; Umayyad, dirhams (4), Darabjird 97h,
Dimashq 90h and 99h, Marw 90h, very fine to extremely fine (7)	  £250-300
930
Almoravid, ‘Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, Ishbiliya (Seville) 518h, 4.02g (Hazard 216; Vives 1660), light marks in reverse field,
about extremely fine	   £500-700
931
Muwahhid, ‘Abd al-Mu’minin b. ‘Ali, half dinar, Sala (after 540h) mint written on both obverse and reverse, 2.05g
(Hazard 454; Vives 2059), slight edge marks, very fine and rare	  £200-250

932

933

932
‘Amirs of the Algarve, Musa b. Muhammad (1234-1262), square dirham, 1.50g (Vives 2123; ICV 629), good very
fine and rare 	   £200-250
933
Fatimid, al-Mustansir, dinar, Misr 440h, 4.23g (Nicol 2122; Album 729), tiny edge nick, extremely fine 	     £250-300

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

934
Artuqid of Hisn Kayfa and Amid, Fakhr al-Din Qara Arslan (543-570h), AE dirham, without mint or date bust
of Christ Pantocrator, rev., ruler’s names and titles, 4.66g (S&S 1; Album 1820.1), fine, a rare type; Zangid of Aleppo,
Nur al-Din Mahmud b. Zangi (541-569), fals, Byzantine type, without mint or date (S&S 73; Album 1850), verdigris
on reverse, fine (2)	  £70-100
935
Seljuq of Rum, Kaykhusraw II (634-644h), half-dirham, Siwas, probably 639h, lion-and-sun type, 1.38g (Album
1219; Broome 273; Slocum 463), scratched on obverse, good fine and scarce; together with Ae fulus of Mas‘ud I (510551h) and Kaykhusraw I, first reign (588-593h), each with imperial bust types (Album 1192 and 1203), very fine and
rare (3) 	   £200-300

936
Buwayhid, Sultan al-dawla, dirham, Shiraz (?), 408h, obverse with Sasanian-style bust right flanked by Shah and
Khusraw; in first and fourth quadrants of margin, al-malik al-adil - Abu’l-Fawaris (?), reverse six-line inscription: lillah/
Muhammad rasul Allah/ al-Qadir billah wali/ ahadahu al-Ghalib billah/ Sultan al-dawla/ Abu Shuja’, 3.76g, fine to good
fine, extremely rare and apparently unpublished	  £1,000-1,500
The mint name is unclear but is probably Shiraz because several presentation dirhams were struck there around this time and a coin of
this mint bears the title Abu’l-Fawaris, as here. The image is that of the long-dead Sasanian king Khusru II, possibly the latest instance of
his portrait on a coin.

937
Miscellaneous Islamic base metal issues (70), mostly Islamic, the majority Umayyad (including standing caliph type
overstruck on a Roman Constantinian follis) and Abbasid but including some later types, mainly fine or good fine but some
better   (70) 	   £200-300

ARMENIAN COINS

938
Armenia, Levon I (1198-1219), double-tram, Levon enthroned, rev., crowned lion to left holding patriarchal cross, no
symbols in field, 5.54g (cf. Nercessian 271), about very fine	    £80-120
939
Armenia, Levon II (1270-1289), new tram, Sis, Levon, crowned, riding right, holding patriarchal cross, T and pellet in
field to right and left, rev., lion to left with long simple cross behind, pellets in tail, 2.69g (cf Nercessian 374; CCA 1459),
better than very fine and a scarce variety; and half-new tram, Sis, struck from tram dies, Levon, crowned, riding right,
holding patriarchal cross, rev., crowned lion walking left, long plain cross behind, 1.38g (Nercessian 384); and a second
example but with patriarchal cross on reverse in place of plain cross, 1.14g (Nercessian 381), good fine, first with small test
cut (3) 	    £150-200
940
Armenia, Hetoum II (1289-1305), billon deniers (5), revs., Latin cross with plain angles (2), Latin cross with pellet and
crescent in lower angles, and patriarchal cross with star and crescent moon in lower angles (2), 0.64, 0.51, 0.58, 0.50, 0.58g
(Nercessian 394 (2), 395 var., 396 (2)), mainly good fine (5)	    £150-200
941
Armenia, Gosdantin I (1298-1299), kardez, Sis, 2.57g (Nercessian 417), good fine; Oshin (1308-1320), takvorins
(3), 2.40, 2.31, 2.51g (Nercessian 441, 442, 443), generally fine, and a pogh, fair (5) 	    £100-150
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

942
Armenia, takvorins (16) of Gostantin III (6) and Gosdantin IV (10), and poghs (3) of Levon III and Levon IV (2), mixed
grades, all in envelopes with collector’s identifications (19)	    £150-200
943
Armenia, Levon V (1374-1393), billon deniers (4, cf. Nercessian 500, 501 (2), 504), good fine; and poghs (3, cf.
Nercessian 505-506), fine to very fine   (7)	    £100-150

INDIAN COINS

944

945

946

944
India, Sultans of Dehli, Mahmud Shah b. Muhammad (1393-1413), gold tanka, only traces of date (possibly 801h)
visible, 11.21g (GG D621), almost very fine, scarce	 £500-700
945
India, Mughal, Shah Jahan (1628-1658), gold mohur, Dar al-Khilafat Akbarabad 1053h/year 17, 10.72g (KM 258.1),
edge marks, very fine	    £600-800
946
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb (1068-1118h / 1658-1707 AD), mohur, Itawa 1109h, regnal year 42, 10.95g (KM 315.22),
almost extremely fine
    £700-900

948

947

949

947
India, Mughals, Shah Alam II (1759-1806), mohur, Dar al-Khalifat Shahjahanabad, 1189, reginal year 16, 10.82g (KM
719), very fine	    £500-700
948
India, Gwalior, Daulat Rao (1794-1827), mohur, in the name of Muhammad Shah, frozen date 113(0)h, Lashkar mint,
10.80g (KM 132), good very fine	    £400-600
949
India, Nizams of Hyderabad, Nasir al-Dawla (1829-1957), gold mohur, Hyderabad 1269h/year 13, 11.13g (KM
C84), almost uncirculated  	  £700-1,000

950

951

950
India, Dutch Possessions, Pulicat, ‘Porto Novo’ type pagoda (c. 1760-67), Vishnu with conical triple crown, rev.,
convex granulated flan, 3.37g (Sch. 1129b), very fine and well centred	   £180-220
951
India, Dutch Possessions, Pulicat, ‘Porto Novo’ type pagoda (c. 1760-67), similar to the last, 3.37g (Sch. 1129b), very
fine	     £180-220

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

952
India, Dutch Possessions, Pulicat, ‘Porto Novo’ type pagoda (c.1760-67), another similar, 3.35g (Sch. 1129b), obverse
slightly off-centre, very fine   	 £150-200

953

954

955

953
India, Portuguese Goa, D. João V, meio pardau, 1741, 2.94g (AG 68.12), unevenly struck, about very fine    £150-200
954
India, Portuguese Goa, D. Maria I, rupia, 1805, 10.74g (AG 36.13), very fine	    £120-150
955
India, Madras Presidency, Star type pagoda (1740-1807), half-length standing figure, rev., star within granulated
border, 3.35g (Stevens 1.11; Pr. 9), very fine	    £150-200

956
India, Madras Presidency, Hindu System, Second coinage, 1808-12, quarter-pagoda, Gōpurum of temple with ten
stars (instead of the usual nine) either side, legend correctly spelled and without stops, square buckle unshaded and without
cross tongue, rev., Vishnu with bead above head, top left cross with 13 and top right cross with 11 beads, sword in left hand
and surrounded by two rows of dotted circles, correct Tamil legend, without stops ,around, 26.4mm, 10.45g (cf. Stevens
obv. W rev. VI; cf. Pr. 173), second A of PAGODA weak, very fine and extremely rare
£800-1,200
Stevens lists four varieties of obverse stars: the usual nine either side, as well as the rarer seven and eight either side, and nine to left and
eight to right. The only other recorded example with ten stars either side appeared in the John Rose collection (DNW, 27 February 2020,
lot 269), struck from the same obverse die but from reverse die XVIII.
From a small, recently rediscovered 19th century Scottish collection.

957
India, Madras Presidency, rupees in the name of Alamgir II (3), all frozen year 6 (Stevens 2.63; Pr. 140); double
fanams (2) and fanams (2), Third issue (1764-1806), (Stevens 1.24, 1.25; Pr. 18, 19); Hindu System, First coinage (1807-08),
double-fanams (2), fanam (Stevens 3.72. 3.85, 3.89; Pr. 163 (2), 167); Second coinage (1808-12),, 5 fanams, value reads fivb,
double-fanams (2) (Stevens 3.240, 3.254, 3.259; Pr. 183a, 185 (2)); Calcutta mint coinage (1824-35), eight and sixteenth
rupee (Stevens 4.34, 4.35; Pr. 266, 267); Bombay Presidency, rupee in the name of Alamgir II, year 5 (Stevens 7.4;
Pr.70); Mysore as British Protectorate, anonymous coinage (1799-1810), two-thirds and third pavali (KM 200, 201);
Dewan Purnaiya (1799-1810), 25 cash, 12½ cash, 6¼ cash (KM 185, 186, 187); and French India, Pondicherry,
doudou (1720-1835) (KM 35), the Mysore issues generally very fine, and scarce, others mostly fine or slightly better
(21)	  £200-300

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g958
India, British India, Victoria, mohur, 1841, divided legend type (1850-60), with ww incuse on truncation, plain 4 in
date and normal reverse, 11.66g (Pr. 22; S. & W. 3.7), good very fine	    £1,200-1,500

959

960

959
India, Edward VII, obverse brockage or “lakhi” of a rupee, 1902-10, full collar, extremely fine	    £150-200
g960
India, Bikanir, mohur, VS 1994 (1937), virtually as struck, in NGC holder graded MS63	    £700-900

ENGLISH GOLD COINS

961

962

961
Edward III, Fourth coinage (1351-77), Transitional Treaty Period (1361), half-noble, 3.79g (N. 1223; S. 1500), reverse
scratched, about very fine	    £700-900
962
Edward III, Fourth coinage, Treaty period (1361-69), quarter-noble, London, annulet before Edward, lis in centre of
reverse, 1.91 (N. 1244; S. 1511), good very fine, scarce thus 	    £700-900

963
Henry VI, First Reign, Annulet issue (1422-c. 1430), noble, Calais, flag at stern, annulet by wrist, rev., annulet in
first spandrel of second quarter and trefoils in others, 6.94g (Whitton 7a; N. 1415; S. 1803), almost extremely fine and on
a full flan, rare thus	    £5,000-6,000
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

964
Henry VIII,  First coinage (1509-26), angel, m.m. castle both sides, 5.10g (N. 1760; S. 2265), minor creasing, very fine
   	 £1,500-2,000

965

966

967

965
James I, Second coinage (1604-19), double-crown, m.m. grapes/scallop, fourth bust right, 4.57g (N. 2087; S. 2622),
slightly creased, good fine	    £600-800
966
James I, Second coinage, Britain crown, m.m. key, third bust right, 2.36g (N. 2091; S. 2625), fine	    £300-350
967
James I, Second coinage, thistle crown, m.m. tun, ir on reverse, 1.87g (N. 2096; S. 2628), creased, good fine
 	
£350-400

968
James I, Third coinage (1619-25), laurel, m.m. spur rowel, first, large bust, left, N’s in reverse legend reversed, 9.00g
(N.2111; S. 2637; Schneider 82 var.), obverse legend double-struck in places, better than very fine and rare 	
£2,500-3,000

969
Charles II, half guinea, 1679, second bust right, plain below (S. 3348), fine	 £400-600
970
George III, quarter-guinea, 1762, damaged by straightening but not worn and third-guinea, 1804, fine or good fine;
Victoria – George V, sovereigns (4), 1887 JH, 1893, 1902 M, 1913 and half-sovereign, 1894, generally very fine (7)
	    £1,500-1,800

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

971

972

971
George III, guinea, 1785, fourth bust, scratched on obverse, otherwise good very fine     	    £600-800
972
George III, guinea, 1788, fifth bust (S. 3729), good fine	    £400-450
973
George III, half-guinea, 1788, fine and half-sovereign, 1817, very good   (2)	    £350-400

974
George III, half-guinea, 1804, seventh bust (S. 3737), good very fine	 £300-350
975
George III, third-guineas (2), 1808, 1810, (S. 3740), first almost very fine, second good very fine (2)	  £350-400
g976
Victoria, young head, half-sovereigns (3), 1842, 1860, 1865 over 5, die no. 39 (S. 3859, 3859a, 3860), generally good
fine (3)	    £500-550
g977
Victoria, young head, sovereigns (3), 1845, 1851, 1869 (S. 3852, 3852c, 3853), very fine or slightly better (3)
£1,000-1,200
g978
Victoria, young head, half-sovereign, 1853 (S. 3589), good very fine; George V, sovereign, 1911 C (S. 3997), bagmarked,
better than extremely fine (2)	    £550-600
g979
Victoria, sovereigns (7), 1871, 1885 M, both St. George, 1887 JH, 1887 M JH, 1891, 1892, 1901 and half-sovereigns (3),
1887 JH, 1890, 1900, very fine to extremely fine (10)	    £2,400-2,600

980

981

g980
Victoria, young head, half-sovereign, 1887 S (S. 3862 E), obverse scuffed, about extremely fine, reverse better
	  £700-1,000
g981
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds, scuffs and edge bruises, about extremely fine	 £750-800

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

982

983

g982
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds, a couple of scuffs, extremely fine
   	 £700-800
g983
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds, about extremely fine	  £700-800

g984
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds, bagmarked, extremely fine	    £700-800
985
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, specimen sets of currency coins (3), the first of 9 coins comprising gold sovereign and halfsovereign, silver crown, double florin (Arabic 1), halfcrown, florin, shilling, ‘withdrawn’ sixpence and threepence, very fine
and better, in a modern case, the second of 7 silver coins comprising crown, double florin (Roman I), halfcrown, florin,
shilling, second type sixpence and threepence, good extremely fine and toned, in old Goldsmith’s Alliance fitted case, the
third of 8 uncased silver coins comprising crown, double florin (Arabic 1), halfcrown, florin, shilling, sixpences (2- both
types) and threepence, with sixpence, 1887 YH and Diamond Jubilee, 1897, official small silver and bronze medals, bronze
medal cased, mostly extremely fine or better; together with an Elizabeth I milled sixpence, 1562, about fine and various
mainly modern cupro-nicked and bronze coins (31), mixed grades (59)   	 £800-1,000
g986
Elizabeth II, Diamond Jubilee, 2012, proof £5 crown struck in gold, mint state as issued, in capsule, Royal Mint
wooden fitted case and outer box of issue, with certificate	  £3,000-4,000

g987
Elizabeth II, Diamond Jubilee, 2012, proof £5 crown struck in gold, mint state as issued, in capsule, Royal Mint
wooden fitted case and outer box of issue, with certificate	  £3,000-4,000
g988
Elizabeth II, Diamond Jubilee, 2012, proof set of 10 coins all struck in gold, comprising £5 crown, ‘Charles Dickens’
commemorative £2 and definitive £2, both in two-colour gold, and definitive £1, 50p, 20p, 10p, 5p, 2p and 1p, mint state,
in capsules, fitted case and blue box of issue, with original certificates and documentation (no. 26 of 150 sets) (10)
    	
£5,000-7,000
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g989
Elizabeth II, Diamond Jubilee, 2012, proof set of 10 coins all struck in gold, comprising £5 crown, ‘Charles Dickens’
commemorative £2 and definitive £2, both in two-colour gold, and definitive £1, 50p, 20p, 10p, 5p, 2p and 1p, mint state,
in capsules, fitted case and blue box of issue, with original certificates and documentation (no. 77 of 150 sets) (10)
    	
£5,000-7,000

990
Elizabeth II, Diamond Jubilee, 2012, proof £500 ‘1 kilo’ in silver, Jubilee portrait right, rev., full achievement of the
Royal Arms, mint state as issued, in capsule, Royal Mint fitted case and outer box of issue, with certificate	 £1,200-1,500
991
Elizabeth II, Diamond Jubilee, 2012, proof £5oo ‘1 kilo’ in silver, Jubilee portrait right, rev., full achievement of the
Royal Arms, mint state as issued, in capsule, Royal Mint fitted case and outer box of issue, with certificate   £1,200-1,500
992
Elizabeth II, Diamond Jubilee, 2012, proof £5oo ‘1 kilo’ in silver, Jubilee portrait right, rev., full achievement of the
Royal Arms, mint state as issued, in capsule, Royal Mint fitted case and outer box of issue, with certificate	 £1,200-1,500
993
Elizabeth II, Diamond Jubilee, 2012, proof £5oo ‘1 kilo’ in silver, Jubilee portrait right, rev., full achievement of the
Royal Arms, mint state as issued, in capsule, Royal Mint fitted case and outer box of issue, with certificate    £1,200-1,500

g994
Elizabeth II, Diamond Jubilee, 2012, proof £1,000 ‘1 kilo’ in gold, Jubilee portrait right, rev., full achievement of the
Royal Arms, no. 20 of 21 issued, mint state, as issued, in capsule and in Royal Mint sweet chestnut cabinet with drawer
containing certificates and keys, also in outer box of issue	   £40,000-60,000
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

ENGLISH SILVER, COPPER AND BRONZE COINS

995

996

997

995
Kings of Mercia, Offa (757-96), Heavy Coinage, London, non-portrait issue, penny, moneyer Wilhun, OFFA, with
lozenge-shaped O, rev., cross at each end of bar, 1.15g (Chick 212e; N. 324; CEB 104; S. 907), chipped, very fine £300-500
996
Kings of Mercia, Burgred (852-74), penny, unbroken lunettes type, moneyer Dudwine, 1.19g (N. 423; S. 938), good
very fine and toned
£600-800
997
Kings of East Anglia, Eadmund (855-70), penny, moneyer Eadwold, central A, rev., cross with pellets in angles, 1.32g
(N. 456; S. 954), cleaned, very fine	    £500-700

998
Kings of Wessex, Alfred the Great (871-99), First Coinage (circa 871-75), penny, Group 1, sub variant A, reverse
lunettes A, Canterbury, moneyer Dunn, bust right, rev., unbroken lunettes, 1.25g (N. 625; S. 1057), good very fine and
toned
£3,000-4,000

999

1000

1001

999
Cnut (1016-35), Quatrefoil penny (1017-23), London, moneyer Ælfwi, 1.01g (N. 781; S. 1157), slightly creased, very fine
    	
£180-220
1000
Edward the Confessor (1042-66), Hammer Cross penny (1059-62), Chichester mint, moneyer Aelfwine, 1.33g (N.828;
S. 1182), good very fine	    £400-500
1001
Edward The Confessor, Facing Bust penny (1062-65), London mint, moneyer Aelfward, 1.10g (N. 830; S. 1183), almost
extremely fine	   £300-400

1002
Harold II (Jan.-Oct. 1066), Pax penny, Lewes mint, moneyer Oswold, 1.29g (N. 836; S. 1186), good very fine and toned
  	  £3,000-3,500
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1003

1005

1003
William I (1066-87), Paxs penny (1083-86), Gloucester mint, moneyer Silac, 1.37g (N. 849; S. 1257), good very fine
   	 £600-800
1004
Henry I (1100-35), Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury penny (1125-circa 1135), mint and moneyer uncertain; Henry II,
Tealby pennies (2), bust C, Canterbury, moneyer Rogier and bust F, uncertain mint (Bury St Edmunds or Canterbury?),
moneyer (Ra?)vl, all poorly struck, fair to fine; and Kings Of Northumberland, Aethelred II, First reign (841-43),
styca, moneyer Eanred, very fine   (4) 	 £150-200
1005
Henry III (1216-72), Long Cross coinage, Class 5a2 penny, London, moneyer Henri, 1.34g (N. 991/2; S. 1367A), extremely
fine and unusually well struck	 £100-150
1006
Short Cross - Edward III, miscellaneous issues (14), comprising: Short Cross penny, Class 7c, Canterbury, moneyer
Ioan; cut halfpennies (2), uncertain mints, moneyers Adm and (Sim?)vnd; Long Cross coinage, pennies (2), both Class 5,
moneyer Nicole; cut halfpenny, uncertain mint and moneyer and farthing, Canterbury; Edward I pennies (3), London (2),
class 6b, class 10, York, Class 2b Royal; halfpenny, York, class 3c; Edward II penny, Durham, class Xia, Bishop Bec; Edward
III, Third coinage, penny, Class 3 and Fourth coinage, halfgroat, class C, generally fine or better (14)	  £200-300
1007
Henry VI, First Reign, Annulet issue (1422-30), groat, Calais and Rosette-Mascle issue (1430-31), groat, Calais, about
very fine, the first ex Reigate Hoard (2)	 £150-180

1008

1010

1011

1008
Edward IV, First Reign (1461-70), Light coinage (1464-70), type VIIa groat, York, m,m. lis/crown, E on breast,
quatrefoils by neck, 3.14g (N. 1583; S. 2012), flan somewhat irregular, good very fine and toned
£200-250
Ex Norweb collection.
1009
Henry VII (1485-1509), Class 3b, groat, London, m.m. pansy, 2.80g (N. 1705b; S. 2198A), good fine and halfgroat, Class
3c, Canterbury, m.m. tun, 1.50g (N.1712; S. 2211), very fine (2)
£150-200
1010
Henry VII, Profile issue, halfgroat, Canterbury, without mint signature, m.m. martlet, 1.36g (N. 1750; S. 2261), small flan
crack by gra, very fine 	 £150-200
1011
Henry VIII (1509-47), Third coinage (1544-47), groat, Tower mint, m.m. lis both sides, bust 1, rev., annulet in forks of
cross, 2.49g (N. 1844; S. 2369), irregularity to left of shield, very fine	 £200-300
1012
Edward VI (1547-53), Fine silver issue (1551-53), shilling, m.m. tun (N. 1937; S. 2482), good fine; Elizabeth I (15581503), threepence, 1566, m.m. lion (N.1998; S. 2565), weakness at centre of date, very fine (2)	 £150-200
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1013

1014

1015

1013
Philip and Mary (1554-58), shilling, 1555, English titles, with mark of value on reverse, 5.81g (N. 1968; S. 2501), edge
fault by G of REGINA, good fine	 £300-350
1014
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), Milled coinage (1560-71), shilling, m.m. star, decorated dress, small size (29.5mm), 6.15g (N.
2023; S. 2592), slight creasing, four nicks behind bust and reverse field tooled, otherwise good fine	 £200-250
1015
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), Milled coinage (1561-71), sixpence, 1562, m.m. star, decorated dress, medium rose behind,
2.96g (N. 2026; S. 2595), very fine	 £300-350

1016

1017

1018

1016
Elizabeth I, Milled coinage, halfgroat, m.m. star, decorated dress, 1.00g (N. 2037; S.2606), good fine and very rare
	    £600-800
1017
James I (1603-25), First coinage (1603-04), shilling, m.m. lis, second bust right, 5.67g (N. 2073; S. 2646), weak in places
and flan slightly irregular, good fine with a sharp portrait
£150-200
1018
James I, Third coinage, sixpence, 1624, m.m. trefoil (S. 2670), fine

1019

£100-150

1020

1019
Charles I, Tower mint, shilling, m.m. bell, group E, rev., reads CHRISTTO (T double-punched in die), 5.66g (type as N.
2225; S. 2791), scratch in obverse field, good fine	    £100-150
1020
Charles I, Tower mint, shilling, Group F, m.m. triangle, Sixth large “Briot” bust left, with stellate laced collar, 6.03g (N.
2231; S. 2799), flan slightly irregular, virtually as struck, toned	 £200-250

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1021
Miscellaneous Hammered Silver (18), comprising: Short Cross - Edwardian pennies (12); shillings (4), Edward VI
fine silver issue, m.m. tun, Elizabeth I, m.m. tun, James I, Second coinage, m.m. rose and Charles I, m.m. plume; Elizabeth
I, sixpence, 1575, m.m. eglantine; and Charles I, halfcrown, m.m. crown, sixpence gilt, many fine (18) 	 £300-350
1022
Miscellaneous English Hammered (17), comprising: Northumberland, Aethelred II (c. 841-50), styca, Fordred;
Short Cross - Edward I, pennies (4) and halfpennies (2), including an Edward I Dublin penny; Henry VI, Annulet groat,
Calais; Henry VII, facing bust groat, m.m. cross-crosslet; Henry VII, Second coinage groat, m.m. rose; Edward VI, Fine
Silver coinage, shilling, m.m. tun; James I, Second coinage, shilling, m.m. bell, fourth bust; Charles I, halfcrowns (2),
m.m. triangle in circle and (R), shilling, m.m. sun, farthing, m.m. crescent; and Commonwealth, halfgroat, some fine;
together with English milled silver (10) and base metal (3), and various world coins (12), including an Indian gold fanam,
many fine (42)       	       £400-500
1023
Miscellaneous English hammered silver (21), including Henry VI Rosette-Mascle Calais groat, good very fine but
pierced, Edward IV Bristol groat, very fine but also pierced, Elizabeth I shillings (2), sixpences (4, including one milled
issue) and threepences (4), James I sixpences (3) and Charles II Third hammered halfcrown, mixed grades poor to fine,
some with faults; together with Roman denarii (2) (23)	 £300-400
1024
Miscellaneous Hammered pennies (8), Long Cross to Henry VI, some pierced and clipped, mostly fair to fine, toned,
with various old pen and ink envelopes/labels (8)                                                                                                 	  £80-100
1025
Miscellaneous Hammered Silver (12), comprising: Henry VII, penny, York, Archbishop Rotherham type with keys
below reverse shield; Edward VI, shilling, m.m. tun (1551-3); Elizabeth I, shillings (2), m.m. cross crosslet (1560-1), the
second unclear, sixpence, 1591, m.m. hand and penny, m.m 1; James I, sixpence, m.m. lis (1604-5); Charles I, halfcrown,
m.m. sun, shillings (2), m.m.’s crown and star, sixpence and halfgroat, mixed grades, some clipped or slightly damaged,
generally fair to fine, the second about fine, with various old pen and ink envelopes/labels (12)	     £200-300
1026
Miscellaneous coins (25), comprising  English hammered silver, Edward I - Commonwealth (21), including:
Edwardian London farthings (3); Henry VII profile halfgroat of York, Archbishop Bainbridge, m.m. martlet; Henry VIII
Second coinage groat, m.m. arrow; and Elizabeth I threepence, 1568, m.m. coronet; Ireland, Edward I, Dublin penny;
Anglo-Gallic, Henry V, blanc, Rouen; Ancient British, Regni/Atrebates, Epaticcus, silver unit (ABC 1346; S. 356),
mixed lower grades; Gaul, attributed to the Namnetes, base gold stater, 6.72g (cf. LT 6723 ff), weak obverse, about
very fine (25)	    £300-400
1027
Charles II - Anne, crowns (8), 1663, 1667 nono, 1672, 1676 (this with “JA Obit 27 Feby. 1803-MB Obit July 19 1813’
engraved on obverse), 1687, 1695 octavo, 1696 third bust, 1707 e, fair to fine (8)    	    £300-400
1028
Charles II, crown, 1662, rose below bust (S. 3350); James II, crown, 1687 TERTIO, skilfully engraved to inner reverse
angles ‘1769, the Gift of James Willson’ (type as S. 3407); William III, crown, 1700 DVODECIMO (S. 3474); and Anne,
crown, Post-Union, 1707 E SEXTO, Edinburgh mint (S. 3600); the first fair/fine, second and third about fine, the last good
fine (4) 	 £400-600
1029
Charles II, small silver set, undated machine-struck issue, with mark of value behind bust, comprising fourpence,
threepence, twopence and penny (E.S.C. 590; S. 3391), generally very fine and attractively toned (4)	    £350-400
1030
Charles II-William IV, halfcrowns (23), 1671, 1676, 1679, 1698, 1708 e, 1713 R&P, 1746 lima (2), 1816, 1817 (2), both
types, 1818 (2), 1819, 1820 (2-both George IV), 1821 (2), 1823, type 2, 1824, 1825, 1826, 1834, both 1817 better than very
fine, others fair to good fine (23)
£300-400
1031
James II, maundy set, 1687, comprising fourpence (this 1687 0ver 6, threepence, twopence and penny (E.S.C. 782; S.
3418), very fine or better	 £250-300
1032
William and Mary – George II, halfcrown, 1689, shillings (5), 1697, 1707 E (post-Union shields), 1723 SSC, 1758, 1787,
sixpences (3), 1696, 1757, 1758 and threepence, 1746/3, fair to about very fine (11)
£200-300
1033
George III, maundy set, 1800, comprising fourpence, threepence, twopence and penny (E.S.C. 2239; S 3764), penny with
a flan flaw, good very fine (4)	 £180-220
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1034

1035

1034
George III, halfcrown, 1816 (S. 3787), beautiful cabinet toning, mint state with original lustre	 £300-400
1035
George III, halfcrown, 1816, similar (S. 3787), lightly toned, mint state, with original lustre	  £300-400

1036
George III, shilling, 1816 (S. 3790), lightly toned, mint state with original lustre	 £140-180
1037
George III, shillings (2) and sixpence, all 1816 (S. 3790 (2), 3791), lightly toned, mint state with original lustre (3) 	
	   £300-400
1038
George III - Elizabeth II, crowns (27), 1818, 1819, 1820 (2), 1821 (2), 1822, 1845 (3), 1889, 1890, 1893 (2), 1897, 1899,
1902 (2), 1935 (2), 1937 (3), 1965 (2), 1972 proof (2), last two cased, 1818-1902 fair to very fine, later issues extremely fine
or better (27)  	  £300-400
1039
William IV, maundy set, 1831, comprising fourpence, threepence, twopence and penny (E.S.C. 2547; S. 3840), generally
good very fine (4)	 £150-200
1040
George IV, First Issue, farthings (4), 1821, 1822 (3), all with leaf ribs raised (S. 3822), the first toned, about extremely fine,
others good extremely fine to mint state, with some original mint lustre (4)	     £300-400
1041
Victoria, young head, maundy set, 1842, comprising fourpence, threepence, twopence and penny (E.S.C.3485; S.
3916), extremely fine and toned (4)	    £250-300

1042
Victoria, ‘Gothic’ crown, 1847, lettered edge reads undecimo (E.S.C. 288; S. 3883), significant edge bruising, otherwise
good very fine	    £800-1,000
1043
Victoria, ‘Godless’ florin, 1849 (S. 3890); Jubilee, 1887, crown and shilling, old head, florin, 1901, generally extremely
fine; together with miscellaneous silver, bronze and cupro-nickel issues, George III-Elizabeth II (30), many fine or better
(34) 	  £200-250
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1044
Victoria, young head, maundy set, 1871, comprising fourpence, threepence, twopence and penny (E.S.C. 2483; S. 3916),
extremely fine; other young head maundy oddments comprising fourpences (6), 1842, 1851, 1858, 1872, 1884 (2), twopences
(3), 1838, 1850, 1875 and penny, 1870; together with old head fourpence, 1897 and penny 1901, generally extremely fine
(16)	    £250-300
1045
Victoria, Jubilee, double-florins (12), 1887 Roman I (2), Arabic 1, 1888 (3), 1889 (4), 1890 (2), two 1887 (both types), one
1888, one 1889 and one 1890, good very fine to extremely fine, others fine to very fine (12)	    £300-400
1046
Victoria, Jubilee head, maundy set, 1889 and old head, maundy sets (2), 1894, 1895, all comprising fourpence, threepence,
twopence and penny (E.S.C. 3547, 3553, 3652; S. 3932, 3943 (2)), second in dated case for an 1896 set, third in old fitted
red leather case, extremely fine or better (12)	    £300-400
1047
Victoria-George V, a collection of currency silver and bronze coins (222), arranged as “year type sets” for 1900-26
inclusive, comprising 1900 and 1901, halfcrown-farthing, 1902, crown-farthing, 1903-26, halfcrown-farthing, including the
1905 halfcrown, florin and shilling, in display cards in two albums, all from circulation (lot)	  £400-500
1048
George V-Elizabeth II, maundy sets (3), 1925, 1946, 1966, all comprising fourpence, threepence, twopence and penny,
first in contemporary red leather case, last in Royal Mint case of issue, better than extremely fine (12)	  £300-350
1049
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof set of 15 coins, comprising silver crown to bronze farthing, including maundy set,
cleaned in the past, otherwise extremely fine, in case of issue [this worn] (15)  	  £200-250
1050
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof set of 15 coins, comprising silver crown to bronze farthing, including maundy
set, virtually mint state, in fitted case of issue (15)	 £250-300

A Collection of currency coins sold on behalf of Malvern College
1051
George V – Elizabeth II, halfcrowns (67), comprising all currency dates 1911-1967, with several additional coins,
displayed in two Whitman folders, 1925 unfortunately with significant edge damage but otherwise good very fine, 1930
only fine but most 1911-36 issues good very fine or extremely fine and several mint state; 1937-48 issues mostly good very
fine or extremely fine, 1953-67 mostly from circulation, including very strong representation of most George V dates (67)
	    £400-500
1052
George V – Elizabeth II, florins and 10p pieces, 1911-1992 (100), comprising all currency dates and with a number of
duplicates, displayed in three Whitman folders which also include an Irish 10p, 1925 good very fine, 1932 only fine, others
mixed grades which include about extremely fine or better examples of 1914, 1916-22 inclusive, 1926, 1928-31, 1933, 1935,
1937, 1941-45 and some others, with many decimal issues apparently taken from ‘uncirculated’ packs (101) £300-400
1053
Edward VII– George VI, shillings (69), comprising all currency dates (both English and Scottish from 1937) 1902-51,
with 3 duplicates to display obverses in two Whitman folders, 1905 very good, with clear date, others all at least very
fine, mostly good very fine and many extremely fine or better, with strong examples noted of 1902-03, , 1906-07, 1909,
1911, 1914, 1917-22, 1927-29, 1933, 1935 and most George VI issues; together with a third Whitman folder containing 34
shillings, four being George IV and Victoria coins in poor condition, balance mostly Elizabeth II which are complete from
1955-66, these good very fine or better (103)	  £400-500
1054
Edward VII – Elizabeth II, sixpences (84), comprising all currency dates 1902-36 and 1939-67, with a number of
duplicates and a few earlier coins (these including 1901, mint state), displayed in two Whitman folders, pre-1946 coins all
at least very fine and mostly extremely fine or mint state (84)	    £300-400
1055
Victoria, threepences (66), comprising all currency dates 1838-46, 1849-51, 1853-1887 YH (including 1869), 1887 JH
– 1893 JH and 1893 OH-1901, including 3 duplicates, a few, including 1868, possibly from maundy sets, all displayed in
a Whitman folder, mixed grades fine to mint state, 1869 extremely fine but has been polished, 1893 JH good fine, many
others extremely fine or better and with exceptional examples of 1846, 1850, 1851, 1853, 1856 noted as well as later dates,
several rare thus (66)	 £1,500-2,000
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1056
Edward VII – Elizabeth II, silver threepences (43), comprising all currency dates 1902-44 as well as 1927 proof (this
evidently from circulation) and including 3 duplicates; also nickel-brass threepences (49), 1937-67, including a number of
duplicates, all displayed in two Whitman folders, fine to mint state, with strong examples of 1902 and 1904-08 (43)
	    £80-120
1057
Victoria, bronze pennies (54), 1860-1901, a complete collection of Royal Mint and Heaton regular currency dates 18601901, with principal varieties included as well as three duplicates, comprising 1860 BB, 1860 TB (3), 1861 (2), 1862-64,
1865/3, this very fine, 1865 to 1894, including young head and aged head types of both 1874 and 1874 H [but, for the
avoidance of doubt, 1882 H only], and 1895 (normal tide) to 1901, all displayed in two Whitman folders, 1869 with a couple
of rim knocks, very fine, 1871 rather better, 1875 H good fine, others nearly all good very fine to mint state, many with
much lustre of which especially strong examples include 1860 TB, 1862, 1865, 1866, 1868, 1881 H, 1883, 1884, 1887, 189093, 1895-96 and 1898-1901 (54)	    £1,000-1,500
1058
Edward VII – Elizabeth II, pennies (61), comprising all Royal Mint, Heaton and King’s Norton currency dates 1902-67,
including 4 duplicates and also 1902 ‘low tide’ variety, this extremely fine with traces of lustre, 1904 brilliant uncirculated,
H and KN issues generally good very fine, 1950-51 both from circulation but most others extremely fine to mint state,
nearly all with lustre (61)	   £250-350
1059
Victoria, bronze halfpennies (50), 1860-1901, a complete collection of Royal Mint and Heaton regular currency dates
1860-1901, with two or three principal varieties included as well as two duplicates, comprising 1860 BB, 1860 TB, 1861,
1861 (2) and 1862-1901, displayed in a Whitman folder, 1869 good very fine but discoloured, 1871 very fine, 1878 wide
date variety fine and clear, rare, some others very fine but the majority about extremely fine to mint state and many with
varying degrees of mint lustre (notably 1860 (2), 1863, 1864, 1866, 1868, 1872, 1875, 1879 and 1881-1901); see also the
following lot (50)
£800-1,200

1060
Victoria, bronze halfpenny, 1871, showing die flaws on obverse and some ‘ghosting’, good extremely fine and with much
original lustre, rare thus	 £400-600
1061
Edward VII – Elizabeth II, halfpennies (87), comprising all currency dates 1902-67, with a number of duplicates,
displayed in two Whitman folders, 1902-1908 generally extremely fine, 1909-67 virtually all good extremely fine to mint
state and with lustre, some brilliant; together with farthings (61), comprising all currency dates 1902-56, including 6
duplicates, also in two Whitman folders, three or four good very fine, others all extremely fine to mint state, 1903-17 with
black finish as issued, later coins mostly showing some original mint lustre (148) 	  £300-500
1062
Victoria, bronze farthings (45), comprising all Royal Mint and most Heaton currency dates 1860-1875 H and 1878-1901
[no 1876 H], including 1860 BB, 1860 TB, 1875 large date , 1875 small date (in 1876 H slot) and both 1895 types, together
with three duplicates, displayed in Whitman folder, 1863 good very fine and 1895 ‘bun’ head extremely fine with some
lustre, one or two very fine but the great majority about extremely fine to mint state, over half the total retaining some
original mint lustre (45) 	 £300-500

Other Properties
1063
Victoria, miscellaneous copper and bronze issues (8), pennies (2), 1848, 1857 ot; halfpennies (3), 1853, 1865,
1896, farthing, 1859, half-farthing, 1842, quarter-farthing, 1839, good very fine or better (8)	  £180-220
_____________
1064
Tokens: Seventeenth century issues (10), London, Thames Street, James Beech (BW 3082); Somerset, Bath (BW
6 (2)), Bridgewater (BW 48), Frome (BW 127 (2)), Taunton (BW 228 (2)), Wells (BW 301); Yeovil (BW 327), some
fine; Eighteenth century halfpennies (44), various issues, and a Suffolk, Cornwallis penny, 1794; Nineteenth century penny
tokens (23), various issues and a Robert Blake Norwich twopence, mainly fine to very fine; Canada, 5 cents, 1874 h,
crosslet 4; Ceylon, 50 cents, 1895, Hong Kong, 5 cents, 1897, good very fine or better; other British and world coins
(55), 18th-20th century, some in silver, many fine or better (lot)   	    £400-500
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1065
Tokens: Lancashire, Lancaster, Thomas Worswick and Son, halfpennies (9), 1791 (2) (D. & H. 10, 18), with another,
either 1791 or 92, severely double-struck thus obscuring last digit of date and 1792 (6) (D. & H. 21, 24, 29g, 33, 36, 38); with
uncertain issuer imitating the issues of Thomas Worswick and Son, halfpennies (7), all 1794 (D. & H. 39b, 40a, 41, 41a, 43b,
44, 44a), mostly very fine or better (16)    	
£100-200
1066
Tokens: Lancashire, Manchester, I. Fielding, halfpennies (11), 1792, grocer’s arms, rev., balemark of the Honourable
East India Company (D. & H. 134), 1793 (9), porter carrying pack, rev., Duke of Bridgewater’s arms (D. & H. 135a, 135c (2),
135d, 135e, 135f (2), 135g, 135h (2)) and Frederick Duke of York, rev., bricklayer’s arms (D. & H. 138), one 135f and g almost
very fine, others good very fine or better, some with mint lustre, several scarce (11)    	
£200-250
1067
Tokens: Middlesex, Lackington’s, halfpennies (6), 1794 (3), 1795 (3) (D. & H. 351, 353d, 354, 357a, 358 (2), fourth gilt,
very fine to extremely fine, some with mint lustre (6)  	  £140-180

1068
Token: Warwickshire, Isaac Perrins, penny, 1789, bust of Perrins right, rev., legend (D. & H. 13), virtually mint state,
with mint lustre  	  £120-150
1069
Tokens: Middlesex, white metal pennies (2), for King’s visit to St. Paul’s, 28 April 1789, Lord Thurlow and William Pitt,
1789 (D. & H. 176, 219), almost as struck; with farthings (4), Harrison, 1797, Peace of Amiens, 1801, in brass, Isaac Newton,
1793 and Regal evasion, Lord George Gordon, rev., arms; together with a brass medal for the Peace of Amiens, 1801, 26mm
(cf. B.H.M. 537), very fine to extremely fine (7) 	  £140-180
1070
Miscellaneous mainly 19th century tokens etc. (69), including: Bristol shilling, Birmingham threepence, pennies
(11), halfpennies (7), farthings (8); Canada-related tokens (12); British Guiana stuiver token, 1838; Gibraltar 2 quartos,
1810 (2); U.S.A., Boston, Massachusetts, John Adams, hard times cent; Australia, De Carle, penny, Britannia obverse; New
Zealand, Samuel Combes penny, mixed grades, some very fine (69)	    £150-200
1071
Miscellaneous British and world coins (many hundreds), including crowns (3), 1818, 1821, 1845, double-florin, 1890,
shilling, 1711, sixpence, 1696, maundy pennies (2), 1800, 1818, generally about fine, the last two better, 17th Century
Worcestershire tokens (2- W. 81, 82), first fine, second fair [both ex Spink auction, March 1982, lot 279] and South
India, gold fanam, very fine; other miscellaneous world coins and tokens etc. (many hundreds), mixed grades and quality
(lot)    	
£250-300

SCOTTISH AND IRISH COINS

1072

1073

1072
Scotland, Alexander III (1249-1286), Second Coinage (c. 1280-86), sterling, crowned bust left, with sceptre, rev., long
cross pattée with mullets of six points in angles 1.32g (S. 5055), dark tone, about very fine, with a bold portrait, with old
pen and ink envelope	    £80-120
1073
Scotland, Robert III (1390-1406), Heavy Coinage (1390-c. 1403), groat, Edinburgh mint, first issue, rough, crowned
facing bust within tressure of seven arches, three pellets at cusps, fleur de lis in legend, rev., long cross pattée with three
pellets in angles (S. 5164A; cf. S.C.B.I. 35, 554-6), 3.00g, attractive, light tone, typical die-clashing and flan a little
irregular, very fine	   £200-250
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1074

1075

1074
Scotland, James VI (1567-1625), Second Coinage, half merk, 1580, crowned shield of arms between figures ‘6’ and ‘8’,
rev., ornate cross with crowns and thistles in alternate angles, date in legend (S. 5478; cf. S.C.B.I. 35, 1227), 5.83g, lightly
toned, some surface flaking in parts, fine 	  £100-150
1075
Scotland, James VI (1567-1625), Eighth Coinage, thistle merk, 1602, crowned shield of arms, rev., crowned thistle at
centre, date in legend (S. 5497; cf. S.C.B.I. 35, 1287-88), 6.57g, well toned, softly struck in parts, otherwise very fine
	 £200-250
1076
James VI, after accession to English throne, 30-shillings (2), types I and II, m.m thistle, King on horseback right,
rev., quartered shield of arms, the first with English Arms in first and third quarters, the second with Scottish Arms in in
first and third quarters, 14.77g and 13.79g (SCBI 35, 1363, 1370-1374 ; S. 5503 and 5504), fine, reverses slightly better (2)
  	
£120-150
1077
Scotland, miscellaneous coins (6), comprising: Francis & Mary, twelvepenny groat, 155[8] (S. 5447); James VI,
five shillings, 1594 (S. 5494); Charles II, Coinage of 1663, twopences (2) (S. 5625) and turner or bodle, 1677 (S. 5630); and
Inverness halfpenny token, 1793 (D.H. 1A), generally fair to fine	    £150-200
1078
Ireland, miscellaneous coins (6), comprising: James I, sixpence, m.m. bell (S. 6517), creased, about fine, James II,
Gunmoney shillings (2), 1689 Nov:, poor and 1690 Mar:, about fine and three ‘Lennox’ farthings of James I (1) and Charles
I (2), mixed grades poor to very fine (6)	 £100-150
1079
Ireland, Irish Free State, proof set of 8 silver, nickel and bronze coins, 1928, comprising halfcrown, florin, shilling,
sixpence, threepence, penny, halfpenny and farthing, generally mint state and silver lightly toned, in green leather case
of issue (8)	    £300-400

1080
Cabinet: a mahogany coin cabinet by Turton (280mm wide x 290mm high x 255mm deep), with double panelled doors,
lock and key, containing 20 trays with recesses for coins of varying sizes, in very good condition	    £300-400

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

BOOKS AND AUCTION CATALOGUES

1080A
Book: Dalton, R. & S.H. Hamer, The Provincial Token-Coinage of the 18th Century, a complete set as published 1910-18, comprising part I, pp. 1-280 and part II, pp. 281-567, illustrated throughout, 1910-18, uniformly bound in
brown three-quarter leather, excellent condition (2)
£150-250
1080B
Book: Hamer, S.H., Notes on the Private Tokens, Their Issuers and Die-Sinkers, three parts reprinted from
BNJ vols. 1-3, 1906, similarly bound in brown three-quarter leather, excellent condition; together with two letters from
Hamer dated 1901 and 1903 (lot)
£100-200
1080C
Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, The John G. Murdoch Collection, a complete set of 8 illustrated sale catalogues,
1903-04, bound as 2 volumes and comprising: Ancient British, Anglo-Saxon and English Coins, parts 1 – 3 and
Irish Coins and British and Irish Tokens (vol. 1); Scottish and Anglo-Gallic Coins, Coins and Tokens of the
British Colonies and Dependencies, America and the European Continent, English Historical Medals,
Henry VI – George II and Historical Medals George III – Victoria etc., vol 2), mostly hand priced, uniformly
bound in brown three-quarter leather (2 vols.)
£600-800
1080D
Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, The Thomas Bliss Collection of Coins and Tokens, 1031 lots, 17 plates, MarchMay 1916
£30-40
1080E
Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, The Nobleman (Ferrari) Collection of British and Colonial Coins, Patterns
and Proofs, 724 lots, 16 plates, March 1922
£30-40
1080F
Glendining & Co, The Lady Duveen collection of English and Foreign Gold Coins, 630 lots, 41 plates, September 1964, hand priced
£30-40
1080G
H. S. Rosenberg (Hannover), Münz- und Medaillen-Kabinet des Freiherrn Wilhelm Knigge, 3941 lots, 51
plates, 9 December 1929, bound in three-quarter leather, gilt spine
£150-250
1080H
‘The World’s Coins’: Two books of postcard-sized illustrations of coins of various nations, embossed and coloured, with
related information, circa 1914 (2)
£40-60

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

HISTORICAL AND COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS
1081
Elizabeth I – Cromwell, a set of late 19th century uniface electrotypes of medals in the British Museum, comprising
Defeat of the Armada, Philip & Mary, Thomas Wentworth Earl of Stratford, Declaration of Parliament 1642, Archbishop
Laud 1645, Charles I royalist badge, Cromwell as Lord Protector, Battle of Dunbar and the award medal for the saving of
The Triumph 1653 (cf. MI 400/29), 25-57mm, mounted on red velvet and contained within a leather display case (with
some damage to the leather)  	  £300-500
1082
Charles I, Birth of Prince Charles, 1630, silver medal, 24mm (MI 256/36; Eimer 116b), very fine; and small size
official silver medals for Diamond Jubilee, 1897, Coronation, 1902, Coronation, 1911 (these two cased), Jubilee, 1935 and
Coronation, 1937, mainly extremely fine   (6) 	    £120-150

1083
Charles II, Christ’s Hospital Mathematical School, 1673, silver medal, by John Roettier, geometrical images both
sides relating to the construction of fortifications, 56mm (MI I, 559/222), scratched, otherwise extremely fine    £200-300

1084
George II, British Victories of 1758, bronze medal, unsigned, laureate armoured bust left, rev., Britannia in small
chariot with Justice and Liberty, legend around with battle names, 44.5mm. (M.I.692/416; Betts 416), very fine    £140-180
1085
Victoria, Opening of the Thames Tunnel, 1843, white metal medal, by J. Taylor, bust of Sir Marc Brunel left, rev.,
view of the twin tunnels, 63mm (BHM 2134), extremely fine    	
£80-120
1086
Victoria, Crystal Palace, 1854, pair of white metal medals, 63mm, in case of issue (broken at hinge); together with
other Victorian white metal medals including four for the Royal Exchange and two school prize medals (these cased and
with contemporary details of their recipients), mainly extremely fine (11) £100-150 res 60	  £100-150
1087
Victoria, Removal of Temple Bar from the City of London, 1878, uniface lead medal by Foot and Tebay, the façade
of the building originally designed by Wren; made from lead removed from the roof of the structure and mounted under
glass as a paperweight, 112mm (Eimer 1658), extremely fine	 £200-300

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1088
Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897, large official Royal Mint gold medal by de Saulles, after Brock and Wyon, crowned
and veiled bust left, rev., young head of Queen Victoria, 55.5mm, 88.65g (Eimer 1817a), minor marks, otherwise about
mint state and contained in original red leather case of issue	    £5,000-7,000
1089
Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897, large City of London bronze medal, 76mm (BHM 3510; Eimer 1815), extremely fine;
together with other 19th-20th century medals in silver (3) including Stone Laying of the Royal Exchange, 1842, 27mm, and
base metal (7) including Sea Services Tribute, 1919, in bronze, 51mm (Eimer 1966); 1951 Festival of Britain crown, some
cased, many extremely fine; and a 1951 made-up currency set of coins (9), cased (21)	  £150-200
1090
Edward VII, Ludwig Mond, 1st Baron Melchett, 1909, large copper electrotype memorial medal by E. Lanteri, his
bust left in academy robes, rev., a list of his achievements from 1889 to 1909, 118mm (Eimer 1912), extremely fine, in fitted
case of issue	   £150-200

1091
Ireland, Order of the Ancient and Most Benevolent Friendly Brothers of St Patrick, gold Brother’s Badge,
unsigned and undated (late 18th Century), crowned heart on St Patrick’s Cross, FIDELIS ET CONSTANTER, rev., crowned
hearts on central shield, shell garniture [no greyhound] above, dolphin supporters with ribbon bearing the motto QUIS
SEPARABIT, 29.8mm, 14.24g (Davis and Waters 623A, var.), made with an integral suspension loop and fitted with
shaped watch-style bow for wearing, very fine    	
£800-1,000
The Order was a mutual benefit society established by merchants in Dublin, members being recognised by their Badge which was always
to be worn when attending meetings. Several varieties are known.

1092

1094

1092
Austrian Netherlands, Maria Theresia, Châtellenie of Ypres, silver jeton, undated (1750), by J. Roettiers, 8.49g (de
Coster 776), lightly cleaned, extremely fine 	   £120-150
1093
Germany, Baden, Franziska Sibylla Augusta, Markgräfin of Baden, Peace of Rastatt, 1714, silver medal by
G.W. Vestner, rev., view of Schloss Rastatt, 44mm, 28.92g (Wielandt & Zeitz 52; Pax 466), toned, very fine	   £80-120
1094
Germany, Baden, Birth of Princess Luise Amalie Stephanie, 1811, silver medal, by Johann Martin Buckle, City
plan of Karlsruhe, in ex., carlsruha, rev., legend in six lines io dulcis aurora solis praenuntia / nonis iuniis mdcccxi,
26.5mm, (Wielandt & Zeitz 186), extremely fine and toned  	  £250-350
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1095
Germany, Baden, Marriage of Princess Marie Elisabeth to William Alexander, Marquess of Douglas and
Clydesdale, 1843, gold medal of 3 ducats weight (?), by Joseph Dantzell, portrait of the Princess right with hair braided,
signed below, rev., legend in six lines maria elisabeth princeps badensis marchionissa dvnglas. et glotaevallis nvpta
manheimi d. xxiii. febr a m dccc xliii, struck in Paris and with impressed French mark ‘or’ on edge, 25.5mm, 10.21g
(Wielandt & Zeitz 202, this piece listed), four pinholes drilled in the edge to permit mounting as a brooch or pendant, and
with three additional small punch-marks neatly placed beneath the legend, good very fine and extremely rare
    	
£800-1,200
Ex Hirsch auction 89, 1974, lot 89 (where the catalogue gave the weight as 10.15g). The piece was probably prepared originally to the
weight of 3 ducats.

1096
Germany, Bremen, silver Marriage medal, by J. Blum, 68mm (Jungk. 7), edge bruise and has been cleaned, very
fine; France, Death of Field Marshal Maurice of Saxony, 1750, white metal medal, by Kam, bust left, rev., obelisk,
55.9mm, toning spots on reverse, good very fine and Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette, Last Interview, 1793, white
metal medal, by William Mossop, 38mm, good fine; and a white metal Al. Kirkwood advertising token, 24.2mm, extremely
fine (4)	 £250-300
1097
Germany, Köln, International Household Exhibition, 1889, bronze-gilt medal by Schwerdtner and Pittner,
Vienna, 65mm (Weiler 2867), good extremely fine	    £80-120
1098
Italy, Papal States, annual silver medals (5) of Pius VII, year 23, rev., interior of the Museum Pio Chiaramonti, Gregory
XVI, years 6 and 11, Pius IX, year 31 and Pius XI, year 9, 43mm, very fine to extremely fine; and silver medal of Clement X,
year 3, for Roman Charity, 34mm, ex mount, fine [Ex St. Mary’s College, Oscott] (6)	    £350-450
1099
Poland, Revolution, 1830-31, bronze medal by Barre for the Paris mint, standing figures of Polonia and Marianne, rev.,
inscription, 51.5mm (H.Cz. 3831 R4), extremely fine; Netherlands, Haarlem, Bicentenary of the Printing Press,
silver jeton, undated (c. 1640), ship breaking harbour chain, rev., muse of Haarlem at printing press, 36mm (v.L. I. 160),
almost very fine (2)	  £200-250

WORLD GOLD COINS

1100

1101

1100
Austria, Salzburg, Hieronymus Graf Colloredo (1772-1803), ducat, 1781 (Probszt 2396), better than very fine   	
	 £500-700
1101
Austrian Netherlands, Maria Theresia, souverain d’or, 1754, Antwerp (Delm. 212), better than very fine	 £350-400
g1102
Austria, restrike 100 corona, 1915; Bahamas, Independence, 1973, 50 dollars, in .500 fine gold, 15.65g; and South
Africa, krugerrand,1973, all mint state (3)	    £2,800-3,000
g1103
Belgium, 20 francs, 1875; Netherlands, 10 gulden (2), 1877, 1925 and Netherlands East Indies, ducat, 1927; Italy,
20 lire, 1862, Turin and Romania, 20 lei, 1890, good very fine to mint state (6)	    £1,400-1,600
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1104
Bolivia, Charles IV, 8 escudos, 1808 pj, Potosí mint, portrait weak, about fine, reverse very fine	    £700-900
g1105
Canada, George V, 10 dollars, 1912, extremely fine, 5 dollars, 1912, sometime cleaned, extremely fine and Elizabeth II,
proof 20 dollars, 1967, virtually as struck (3)	   £1,500-1,800
1106
Canada, Confederation centenary, 1967, proof set of 7 coins, comprising gold 20 dollars, silver dollar, 50 cents, 25 cents,
10 cents, nickel 5 cents and bronze cent, in case and box of issue contained in Royal Canadian Mint forwarding box, mint
state (7)	 £450-500
1107
Canada, Confederation centenary, 1967, proof set of 7 coins, comprising gold 20 dollars, silver dollar, 50 cents, 25 cents,
10 cents, nickel 5 cents and bronze cent, in case and box of issue mint state (7)	  £450-500

g1108
Central America, Banco Centroamericano, 10th Anniversary of Economic Integration, 1960-70, proof 50 pesos,
20g, .900 fine (KM X1), mint state
£700-900
g1109
Central and South America, gold coins (6), comprising: Costa Rica, 2 colones, 1900, Chile, 5 pesos, 1859, Colombia,
10 pesos, 1919, Peru, fifth-libra, 1927, Venezuela, 20 bolivars, 1911 and 10 bolivars, 1930, Chilean 5 pesos only fine, others
very fine to mint state (6)	    £1,200-1,500

1110
Chios, Filippo Maria Visconti (1421-36), zecchino of Venetian type, 3.48g (cf Lambros 50-55), good very fine
    	
£250-300
1111
Colombia, Charles III, escudo, 1776 sf, Popayán mint and Republic of New Granada, 16 pesos, 1843 rs, Bogota
mint, traces of mounting, fine to very fine (2)	 £800-1,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1112

1113

g1112
Czechoslovakia, Republic, ducat, 1931 (F. 2), mint state	    £700-1,000
g1113
Dominican Republic, 25th Anniversary of the Trujillo era, 1955, 30 pesos, 29.64g; .900 fine, mint state	    £1,100-1,300

1114

1115

1116

g1114
Egypt, Fuad (1917-36), 100 piastres in red gold, AH 1340 / 1922, bust right (F. 102), good very fine	    £300-400
g1115
Egypt, Fuad (1917-36), 100 piastres, AH 1349 / 1930 (F. 107), bagmarked, good extremely fine	    £300-400
g1116
Egypt, United Arab Republic, Diversion of the Nile, commemorative five-pounds, AH 1384 / 1964 (F. 121), mint
state	 £900-1,100

g1117
Ethiopia, Coronation of Tafari Makonnen as Negus, EE 1921 / 1928 A.D., medallic half-talari, Addis Ababa mint,
another similar; bust of Ras Tafari (who was soon to take the name Haile Selassie on becoming Emperor of Ethiopia, 2
November 1930) threequarters left, rev., legend, edge plain and struck without a collar, 22.09g (KM XM17), weakly struck
at centre on both sides, thus about extremely fine	   £1,000-1,500

g1118
Ethiopia, Coronation of Tafari Makonnen as Negus, EE 1921 / 1928 A.D., medallic half-talari, Addis Ababa mint,
bust of Ras Tafari (who was soon to take the name Haile Selassie on becoming Emperor of Ethiopia, 2 November 1930)
threequarters left, rev., legend, edge plain and struck without a collar, 21.48g (KM XM17), good extremely fine, virtually as
struck, with strong portrait	    £1,200-1,800
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g1119
Ethiopia, 75th Birthday and 50th Anniversary of Leadership of Haile Selassie, 1966, proof set of 5 gold
coins, comprising 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 birr, total wt. 152.5g, .900 fine, mint state, in fitted case of issue with internal
protective pad, certificate and original documentation [12,000 sets issued] (5)  	  £5,500-6,500

g1120
France, Napoleon III, 100 francs, 1862 A, very fine  	  £1,250-1,350
g1121
France, 100 francs, 1869 bb, has been mounted, 20 francs (2), 1811 a, 1856 a, 10 francs (3), 1864 a, 1901, 1911 and gold 5
francs, 1859 bb, 100 francs with traces of mounting and contact wear, others generally very fine (7)	 £1,800-2,000
g1122
Germany, Baden, Friedrich II, 10 mark (3), 1902 g, 1903 g, 1907 g, good fine to very fine (3)	   £500-700
g1123
Germany, Baden, gold 5 mark, 1877 G, a few scratches, otherwise very fine, reverse better and France, gold 5 francs,
1854 a, ‘petit module’ with grained edge, good very fine (2)	 £200-250
g1124
Germany, Bavaria, 10 mark, 1875 D; Prussia, 20 mark (2), 1889 A, 1905 A and 10 mark (2), 1874 B, 1910 A, a few
knocks and scratches and the first slightly bent, otherwise fine to very fine (5)	   £900-1,100
g1125
Germany, Bavaria, 20 mark (2), 1872 D, 1900D, Hamburg, 20 mark, 1876 J, Prussia, 20 mark (2), 1872 B, 1913 type
2 and Württemberg, 20 mark, 1872 F, very fine to extremely fine (6)	    £1,700-1,900
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g1126
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm I, 20 mark (2), both 1878 A, Friedrich III, 20 mark, 1888 and Wilhelm II, 20 mark (8),
1901 (2), 1904, 1905, 1908, 1910, 1913 (2- both types), about extremely fine to mint state (11)  	  £3,000-3,500
g1127
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm I, 20 mark (18), various dates 1872-87, all Berlin, very fine or better (18)    £5,000-5,500
g1128
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, 20 mark (20), various dates 1889-1905, very fine to extremely fine (20)    	
£5,500-5,800
g1129
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, 20 mark (20), various dates 1889-1908, very fine to extremely fine (20)    	
£5,500-5,800
g1130
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, 20 mark (22), different dates 1890-93, 1895-97, 1899-1902 and 1904-1913 (including
both 1913 types), better grades, all good very fine to mint state (22)    	
£6,200-6,500

1131

1132

1133

g1131
German East Africa, 15 rupien, 1916 Tabora, right hand scroll ends beneath t of ostafrika, 7.06g, some weakness to
edge and a few marks consistent with ring mounting, better than very fine	 £2,000-2,500
g1132
German East Africa, 15 rupien, 1916 Tabora, right hand scroll ends beneath t of ostafrika, 7.04g, some weakness to
edge with scratches and marks consistent with ring mounting, very fine	 £1,500-2,000
g1133
German East Africa, 15 rupien, 1916 Tabora, right hand scroll ends beneath t of ostafrika, 7.24g, dark stained, some
weakness to edge and a few marks consistent with ring mounting, better than very fine
£2,000-2,500

1134

1135

1136

g1134
German East Africa, 15 rupien, 1916 Tabora, right hand scroll ends beneath first a of ostafrika, 7.09g, some weakness
to edge, stained and with a few marks consistent with ring mounting, better than very fine
£2,000-2,500
g1135
German East Africa, 15 rupien, 1916 Tabora, right hand scroll ends beneath first a of ostafrika, 7.14g, some weakness
to edge, bruised and with a few marks consistent with ring mounting, very fine
£1,500-2,000
g1136
German East Africa, 15 rupien, 1916 Tabora, right hand scroll ends beneath t of ostafrika, 7.11g, some weakness to
edge and a few marks consistent with ring mounting, better than very fine	  £2,000-2,500

1137

1138

g1137
German East Africa, 15 rupien, 1916, Tabora mint, arabesque below ta of ostafrika, 7.22g, minor metal flaw, extremely
fine and lightly toned
£3,000-3,500
g1138
Iceland, Jon Sigurdsson commemorative 500 krónur, 1961, good extremely fine	  £300-350
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

Thursday 21 July 2022
Starting at 2.00 pm
TWELVE IMPORTANT GREEK COINS

1139
Greece, Otho (1832-62), half drachmi, 1842, Athens mint, ΟΘΩΝ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, head right, engraver’s
initials Κ.Φ. below, rev., crowned Greek arms with Bavarian centre shield standing on horizontal ledge, ½ ΔΡΑΧΜΗ, date
and owl mintmark in exergue below (Divo 14c; KM-19), virtually mint state and lightly toned, very rare, in NGC holder
graded MS61	   £5,000-7,000
Ex Spink auction 5, 17 May 1979, lot 95.

1140
Greece, Otho (1832-62), half drachmi, 1846, Athens mint, ΟΘΩΝ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, head right, engraver’s
initials Κ.Φ.below, rev., crowned Greek arms with Bavarian centre shield standing on horizontal ledge, ½ ΔΡΑΧΜΗ and
date in exergue below (Divo 14e; KM-19), light surface marks, extremely fine and with colourful toning on both sides,
extremely rare, in NGC holder graded AU58	    £1,500-2,000
Ex Spink auction 5, 17 May 1979, lot 97.

1141
Greece, Otho (1832-62), drachmi, 1846, Athens mint, ΟΘΩΝ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, head right, engraver’s name
ΦoϊΓΤ below, rev., crowned Greek arms with Bavarian centre shield standing on horizontal ledge, 1 ΔΡΑΧΜΗ and date in
exergue below (Divo 12f; KM-15), reverse showing evidence of developing die flaws, mint state and toned, extremely rare
thus, in NGC holder graded MS63    	
£3,000-4,000
  
Ex Spink auction 5, 17 May 1979, lot 90.

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1142
Greece, Otho (1832-62), drachmi 1851, Vienna mint, ΟΘΩΝ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, older head left of new type,
rev., crowned Greek arms with Bavarian centre shield standing on horizontal ledge, 1 ΔΡΑΧΜΗ and date in exergueo
mintmark; (Divo 13; KM-35), virtually as struck and lightly toned, extremely rare thus, in NGC holder graded MS61
 	
£5,000-7,000
Ex Spink auction 5, 17 May 1979, lot 92.

1143
Greece, George I (1863-1913), trial double reverse 2 drachmai, undated, (1868?), in cupro-nickel, Paris mint,
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΟΝ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, Greek arms with the badge of the Order of the Redeemer on crowned mantle, 2 ΔΡΑΧΜAΙ
between two dots below, reverse similar, edge plain (Divo P78; KM-Pn24), of proof quality and virtually as struck with a
few light tone spots, extremely rare, in NGC holder graded MS62	    £3,000-4,000
Ex Rarcoa auction, Chicago, 25 March 1979, lot 914.

1144
Greece, George I (1863-1913), trial striking of the reverse of 100 drachmai, circa 1875, on a thick copper-gilt flan,
Paris mint, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΟΝ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, Greek arms with the badge of the Order of the Redeemer on crowned mantle, 100
ΔΡΑΧΜAΙ below, essai to left; the ‘obverse’ side not gilt and struck from a plain Paris mint trial die with legend reading
(retrograde) B / epreuve / 100. f. / 1855, edge grained (type as Divo P71; KM-TS20), a couple of trivial marks, mint state
and extremely rare, in NGC holder graded PF 64 ULTRA CAMEO	    £5,000-7,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1145
Greece, George I (1863-1913), pattern gold 20 drachmai, 1869, Paris mint, ΓΕΩΡΓΙΟΣ Α! ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΩΝ ΕΛΛΗΝΩΝ,
head right, date below between e (for essai) and engraver’s signature bappe, rev., ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΟΝ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, Greek arms
with the badge of the Order of the Redeemer on crowned mantle, 20 ΔΡΑΧΜAΙ between two stars below, edge grained
(Divo P73; KM-E11, this coin illustrated), struck to full proof quality, mint state and excessively rare, in NGC holder
graded PF 65 CAMEO	  £100,000-150,000
Ex Spink auction 5, 17 May 1979, lot 231. It may be noted that this is a different specimen to that sold by Hans Schulman in 1966 (and to
which Divo refers).
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1146
Greece, Constantine I (1913-1917 and 1920-1922), pattern drachmi, 1915, in cupro-nickel, Paris mint,
ΚΩΝΣΤΑΝΤΙΝΟΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΩΝ ΕΛΛΗΝΩΝ, laureate head left, engraver’s initials Κ.Δ. below, essai to right of date, rev.,
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΟΝ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, Greek arms with the badge of the Order of the Redeemer on crowned mantle, ΔΡΑΧΜAΗ
below with essai to right, edge grained (Divo P100, see note; KM-E32), a few tone spots, mint state and extremely rare, in
NGC holder graded PF 64	   £5,000-7,000

1147
Greece, Constantine I (1913-1917 and 1920-1922), pattern 2 drachmai, 1915, in gold, Paris mint,
ΚΩΝΣΤΑΝΤΙΝΟΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΩΝ ΕΛΛΗΝΩΝ, laureate head left, engraver’s name Κ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΑΔΗΣ below, essai to
right of date, rev., ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΟΝ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, Greek arms with the badge of the Order of the Redeemer on crowned
mantle, ΔΙΔΡΑΧΜΟΝ below with essai to right, plain edge struck with French cornucopia hallmark and 1OR (for .916
fine gold) (cf. Divo P98 and P100 (note); KM-E36), mint state and of the highest rarity, in NGC holder graded PF 64
  	  £100,000-150,000
Ex Hans Schulman auction, 24-26 October 1963, lot 1200 (described as ‘unique’) and Spink auction 5, 17 May 1979, lot 254.
This coin still appears to be the only recorded specimen.

edge detail

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1148
Greece, George II (1935-1947), Restoration of the Monarchy, 25 November 1935, proof 100 drachmai, in silver,
struck in 1940 by the Heaton Mint (Birmingham); ΓΕΩΡΓΙΟΣ Β! ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΩΝ ΕΛΛΗΝΩΝ, head left, date below 25
ΝΟΕΜΒΡΙΟΥ 1935, rev., ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΟΝ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, Greek arms with the badge of the Order of the Redeemer on crowned
mantle, value below, edge grained (Divo 113), mint state, in NGC holder graded PF 64 CAMEO 	   £2,000-3,000
Only 500 specimens struck. Ex World-Wide Coins auction, California, 5 May 1988, lot 286.

1149
Greece, Paul (1947-1964), proof 20 drachmai, 1960, in silver, by the Royal Mint, London, ΠΑΥΛΟΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΩΝ
ΕΛΛΗΝΩΝ, head left, engraver’s name ΦΑΛΗΡΕΑΣ below, rev., moon goddess on horseback, a dolphin below, edge
grained, coinage alignment (cf. Divo 115 for currency issue; KM-85), mint state and extremely rare, in NGC holder graded
PF 65 Cameo   	 £2,000-3,000
Ex Spink auction 5, 17 May 1979, lot 265.

1150
Greece, Paul, Presentation silver 30 drachmai “ANAMNISTIKON”, 1963, Paris mint, crowned Greek arms in centre,
surrounded by five medallions with the portraits of George I, Constantine I, Alexander, George II and Paul, followed
by letters Δ-Ο-Ξ-Α, dates 1863-1963 above, rev., ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΟΝ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ, map of Greece with names of different
provinces, mintmarks of owl and cornucopia to left, ΑΝΑΜΝΗΣΤΙΚΟΝ in relief in sea, edge lettered (KM-Pn78), mint state
and toned, very rare, in NGC holder graded SP 65 	   £4,000-6,000
This coin was struck under the rule of King Paul to commemorate 100 years of the Greek Royal Dynasty.
Believed to be ex Swiss Bank Corporation auction 9, Basel, 31 Jan 1980, lot 765 (part).

Other Properties
1151
Greece, Otho (1832-62), 5 drachmai, 1833A, Paris, head right, rev., crowned Greek arms, below value and date
surrounded by anchor and star mintmarks (Divo 10b; KM-20), some edge marks, very fine and toned; Crete, Prince
George, High Commissioner (1898-1906), 5-drachmai, 1901, Paris, head right, rev., crowned Cretan arms, supported
by two men, below value between cornucopia and torch mintmarks (Divo 130; KM-9), some marks, very fine and toned (2)
   	  £100-150
1152
Greece, Otho (1832-62), 5 drachmai, 1833, Munich mint (Divo 10(a); KM 20), good very fine and toned    	 £300-400

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

WORLD GOLD COINS (continued)

1153

1154

1155

1153
Italy, Venice, Andrea Dandalo (1343-54), ducat, 3.51g (Paolucci 1), better than very fine	 £300-350
1154
Italy, Venice, Michael Steno (1400-13), ducat, 3.27g (Paolucci 1), clipped, good fine

£180-220

1155
Italy, Venice, Francesco Foscari (1423-57), ducat, 3.51g (Paolucci 1), better than very fine

£300-350

1156
Italy, Venice, Francesco Foscari, ducats (2), 3.56, 3.55g (Paolucci 1), very fine or better (2)

£500-600

1157

1158

1157
Italy, Venice, Paolo Rainier (1779-89), zecchino, 3.46g (F. 1434), struck from a worn obverse die, extremely fine
	    £250-300
1158
Italy, Venice, Ludovico Manin (1789-97), zecchino, 3.54g (Paolucci 14), light crease, good very fine	 £200-250
1159
Italy, Venice, zecchini (3), Francesco Dona (1545-53), Francesco Venier (1554-56), Laurentius Priuli (1556-59), 3.40,
3.39, 3.46g, last with traces of mounting, good fine to very fine (3)  	  £500-600
g1160
Malta, Republic, set of four gold coins, 1972, comprising 5, 10, 20 and 50 pounds, mint state and prooflike (4)
 	   £1,800-2,200
g1161
Mexico, 20 pesos, 1959, 10 pesos, 1907, 5 pesos, 1955, 2 pesos, 1945 and Aztec style 1 peso gold token, undated, good very
fine to mint state (5)	 £1,200-1,400
g1162
Mexico, Centenary of Constitution, 1957, medallic 50 pesos, rev., Congress in session, 41.63g (Grove 698) and
Centenary of the Battle of Cinco de Mayo, 1962, gold medal with portrait of General Zaragoza, 17.39g (Grove 801),
edallic 20 pesos, both with contact wear and the second with traces of mounting, otherwise good very fine (2)
 	   £2,400-2,600

g1163
Monaco, Charles III, 100 francs, 1884 a, traces of mounting and with contact wear, fine or good fine	  £1,200-1,300

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1164
Low Countries, Gelderland, Aarnoud van Egmond (1421-1473), St Jans goudgulden, 3.11g (Delmonte 604), very
fine    	 £200-300

1165
Low Countries, Flanders, Lodewijk van Male, gehelmde gouden leeuw, Ghent (Delm. 460), a few scratches on
lower rim, otherwise better than very fine and scarce    	
£2,500-3,000

1166

1167

1166
Low Countries, Flanders, Karel V, karolus goldgulden, Bruges (Delm. 517; v.G & H. 185-5c), minor edge chip, very
fine    	
£300-350
1167
Low Countries, Tournai, Albert and Isabella (1598-1621), double-albertin, 1603 (Delm. 437), good very fine   	
	 £300-350

g1168
Nicaragua, 100th Anniversary of the Birth of Rubén Dario, commemorative 50 cordobas, 1967 HF, rev., bust of
Dario threequarters left (F. 1), prooflike mint state, uncased	  £1,200-1,500
g1169
Philippines, Isabel II, 2 pesos, 1868 and 1 peso (2), 1864, 1868, first with a metal flaw and second scratched, about very
fine; together with Netherlands, Batavian Republic, ducat, 1805, 3.31g, has been mounted and edge filed, about fine
(4)	 £300-400
g1170
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-ponds (15), 1895 (9), 1896 (3), 1897 (3), some faults and one with traces of mounting,
about fine to very fine (15)   	 £1,800-2,200

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1171

1172

1171
Spain, Carlos and Johanna (1504-55), escudo, Seville, m.m. S and sideways D (Cal 198; Cayón 3149), good fine
  	  £350-450
g1172
Turkey, Republic, 500 kurush, 1926, 36.11g (KM 839), traces of mounting, good very fine   	 £1,200-1,500

1173

1174

g1173
Turkey, Republic, 500 kurush, 1926, 36.04g (KM 839), faint traces of mounting, good very fine    	

£1,200-1,500

g1174
Turkey, Republic, 500 kurush, 1926, 35.96g (KM 839), surface marks, good very fine   	 £1,200-1,500

g1175
Yugoslavia, Alexander I (1921-34), ducat, 1931, with sword countermark for Bosnia ((F. 5), surface scratches,
otherwise extremely fine	  £200-300
g1176
Miscellaneous World Gold Coins (8), Russia, 5 roubles (2), 1898, 1899, South Africa, Z.A.R., ponds (2), 1897,
1898, Chile, peso, 1860, Switzerland, 20 francs, 1918, Great Britain, sovereign, 1958, half-sovereign, 1914, last three
in gold ring mounts, good fine or better (8)
£1,500-1,700
g1177
Mounted Gold Coins (6), comprising: Brazil, 20,000 réis, 1861, with elaborate scroll mount, Costa Rica, 2 colones,
1900, Iran, half-pahlavi, SH 1349, Ottoman 250 piastres, AH 1277 year 7, Peru, libra, 1917 and Z.A.R., Kruger, halfpond, 1897, all mounted or with traces of mounting, about very fine; together with jeweller’s copy of a Russian 15 roubles,
1897 (7)	   £2,500-3,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

WORLD SILVER AND BRONZE COINS
1178
Austria, Salzburg, Hieronymus Graf Colloredo (1772-1803), 20 kreuzer, 1776, bust right, rev., crowned and
mantled arms (Pr. 2474), mint state and toned    	
£70-100
1179
Denmark, Christian X, 10 øre, 1947, extremely fine and scarce; together with Christian IX, krone, 1876, lightly cleaned,
extremely fine (2)	    £150-200

1180

1182

1180
France, Cambrai, Besieged by the Spaniards 1581, uniface lead 10 patards klippe, city arms, date above (the 5
retrograde) (v.L. 1, 294), a later striking, in NGC holder graded MS 61	   £300-400
Ex Archer M. Huntington collection.

1181
France, Napoleon as Consul, 5 francs, An 11 A, pellets beside mintmark (KM 650.1) and Napoleon as Emperor, 2
francs (2), 1808 B, Rouen, 1812 W, Lille, 1 franc 1808 H, La Rochelle, the first good fine with old label, others about very
fine or better (4)	  £200-300
1182
France, Charles X (1824-1830), 2 francs, 1828 BB, Strasbourg mint, bare head left, rev., crowned shield of arms within
wreath, value beside, date and mintmark below (KM 725.3), very light adjustment marks, good extremely fine with some
underlying mint lustre	  £150-200

1183

1184

1183
Germany, Landau, Besieged by French Troops under the command of Marshal Bezons, 1713, uniface 1 florin,
4 kreuzer, central arms of Karl Alexander of Württemberg with date below, two ducal monograms either side, pro caes: &
imp stamped in rectangle above and bel landau 1. fl: 4x. in rectangle below (Maillet LXIX, 8), virtually mint state, in NGC
holder graded MS 62 	    £1,000-1,500
Ex Gerhard Hirsch auction 349, 9 May 2019, lot 2316.

1184
Germany, Baden, Friedrich as Grand Duke, commemorative 1 gulden, 1857, on the Visit to the Mint by the Grand
Duke and Duchess (Wielandt 1095; KM 239), surface scuffs, extremely fine or better
    £150-200
1185
Germany, Nassau, Wilhelm (1816-39), gulden, 1838, better than extremely fine and toned; Prussia, Friedrich II
(1740-86), 8 gute groschen, 1765 a (Olding 335), about extremely fine and scarce; together with miscellaneous European
mainly late 18th and early 19th century minor issues (67), some in silver, many fine (69)	    £300-400
1186
Germany, Federal Republic, Karlsruhe mint, proof 5 mark, 1951 g, virtually as struck; together with circulated
examples of 2 mark, 1951 g and bank deutscher länder type 50 pfennig, 1951 g, both of which were re-struck unofficially
from original dies, good very fine and about very fine (3)	   £100-150
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1187

1188

1187
Italy, Savoy, Carlo II (1504-33), testone, type 2, Bourg en Bresse, capped bust right, rev., arms, legend commences
NILDEEST and ends B.B., 9.01g (MIR 339a var.), on an irregular flan, very fine    	
£300-400
1188
Italy, Tuscany, Florence, Ferdinando II de Medici (1621-70), piastra, 1628 (MIR 290/6), flan flecks and obverse
slightly off-centre, good very fine   	 £500-700
1189
Italy, Venice, miscellaneous silver issues (6), Giovanni Dandolo (1280-89), grosso (Paolucci 2); Pietro Gradenigo (12891311), grosso (Paolucci 2);   Francesco Dandolo (1329-39), soldino (Paolucci 4); Giovanni II Corner (1709-22), quarto
di ducato (Paolucci 27); Pietro Grimani (1741-52) , ducato (Paolucci 19); quatro di ducato (Paolucci 21), fine or better;
Naples, 120 grani, 1798 (MIR 373/2), very fine; Mexico, Carlos IV, 8 reales, 1790 f.m. , bust of Carlos III (Cal. 951), very
fine (8)
£200-250

1190
Italy, Vittorio Emanuele III (1900-45), 50 centesimi, 1924, edge plain (MIR 1150g), minor staining beneath bust and edge
marks, good very fine and very rare	    £150-200

1191

1192

1191
Mexico, Philip V (1700-46), 8 reales, 1736, assayers mf, 26.49g (Cal. 1445), lightly cleaned, better than very fine
     £180-220
Ex V.O.C. ship Rooswijk wreck 1740.

1192
Mexico, Philip V, 8 reales, 1737, assayers mf, 26.81g (Cal. 1446), good very fine and partially toned  	  £200-250
Ex V.O.C. ship Rooswijk wreck 1740.

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1193

1194

1193
Netherlands, Holland, Amsterdam besieged by the Spaniards 1578, uniface half-daalder of 20 stuivers, city arms
dividing date, 13.40g (Delm. 189), right hand two digits of date double struck, flan crack and weakness, in NGC holder
graded VF 30	  £250-350
Ex Archer M. Huntington collection.

1194
Russia, Nicholas I, rouble, 1851 СПБ ПА, with small crown (Bitkin 228), a highly reflective and fully frosted prooflike
specimen, a few minor surface marks but virtually as struck, in PCGS holder graded MS 63 PL	    £600-800
Ex Morton & Eden, 27 June 2018, lot 404.

1195
Spain, Jose Napole0n (1808-13), 20 reales, 1811 ai, small eagle reverse (Cal. 41), very fine, with old label; together
with Spanish Colonial cob and later silver (5): 4 reales, 1738 Lima, assayer N (Cal. 1049) and reales (4), 1688 Potosí, assayer
VR (Cal. 281), Carlos II, date uncertain, Potosí, assayer V (1679-84) (Cal. 269-76), 1718 Lima, assayer M (Cal. 339) and
1747, Potosí, assayer Q (Cal. 210), first two pierced, generally fine for issue; and later reales (2), 1772 and 1794 Mexico,
mounted and pierced (8)	 £250-300

1196

1197

1196
Spanish Netherlands, Brabant, Brussels Besieged by Alexander Farnese, 1584, uniface 2 florins, six-line
inscription within lozenge, 12.98g (cf Delm. 224), a later plated copy, very fine    	
£250-350
Ex Elsen auction 87, 11 March 2006, lot 254, provenance given as De Nobele, Brussels, 12 January 1929.

1197
Spanish Netherlands, Flanders, Oudenaarde, issue of 3o May 1582, uniface tin 5 groot or 2½ stuivers, 3.42g (cf.
Haeck 726), a later cast very fine  	   £80-120
Ex Elsen auction 149, 10 December 2021, lot 1009

1198
Spanish Netherlands, Flanders, Philip II, half-filipsdaalder, 1562 Bruges, m.m, lis to right of date, 16.93g (v.G.& H.
211-7a), very fine	 £150-200
Ex Morton and Eden 29 November 2018, lot 128 (part).
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1199

1199
Spanish Netherlands, Flanders, Philip II, half-filipsdaalder, 1563, Bruges, m.m.lis on obverse (v.G. & H. 211-7b;
Delm 64), very fine and scarce   	 £300-400
1200
Spanish Netherlands, Flanders, Philip II, fifth-filipsdaalder (5), 1566 (2-one countermarked with lion of Holland on
obverse), 1571, 1576, tenth-philipddalders (2), 1571, .1572, double-korte and korte (2), these all undated, generally good
fine to very fine (8)  	
£300-400

1201

1201
Spanish Netherlands, Flanders, Philip II, filipsdaalder, 1558 Bruges, m.m. lis on reverse, with English title (v.G.& H.
210-7c; Delm. 35), about very fine    	
£140-180

1202
Spanish Netherlands, Flanders, Philip II, Third coinage (1577-79), halve-statendaalder, 1578 Bruges, m.m. lis
dividing date, crowned three-quarters bust left supporting arms, rev., Burgundian cross, 15.20g (Delm. 122; v.G. &H. 2467), weak in places, good very fine and toned 	   £150-200
Ex Morton and Eden 29 November 2018, lot 137

1203
Books: Delmonte, A., Le Bénélux D’Or / De Gouden Benelux / The Golden Benelux, Amsterdam, 1964, octavo, pp. 208,
33 plates, cloth, gilt, with supplement, 1978, 40 pages, card covers; and Le Bénélux D’Argent / De Zilveren Benelux / The
Silver Benelux, Amsterdam, 1967, octavo, pp. 320, 52 plates, cloth, gilt, as new and scarce (3)  	  £50-100

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

COINS OF THE UNITED STATES

1204

1205

g1204
U.S.A., gold dollar, 1849, type I, with no l, several scrapes and scratches on obverse, otherwise brilliant mint state
  	  £300-400
g1205
U.S.A., gold dollar, 1853, minimal surface marks, mint state	 £200-300

1206

1207

g1206
U.S.A., gold dollar, 1852, type 1, extremely fine	  £150-200
g1207
U.S.A., gold dollar, 1854 S, extremely fine	  £350-450

g1208
U.S.A., gold dollar, 1855, large size, Indian Princess Narrow Head type, ‘ghosting’ especially evident on reverse and with
reverse centre showing typical weakness; gem mint state, with minimal traces of handling, in NGC holder graded MS 64
 	   £2,000-3,000

g1209
U.S.A., gold dollar, 1860, Indian Princess Large Head type, good very fine to extremely fine	  £250-300

g1210
U.S.A., gold dollar, 1886, light hairlines, mint state, in NGC holder graded MS 63 PL	  £300-400

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g1211
U.S.A., quarter eagle, 1844 d, Dahonlega mint, typical softness of strike at centre, light, even traces of wear, in NGC
holder graded AU 58, scarce	  £2,500-3,500

g1212
U.S.A., quarter eagle, 1847 c, Charlotte mint, well struck for issue, in NGC holder graded AU 58, scarce	    £1,500-2,000

1213

1214

g1213
U.S.A., quarter eagle, 1848, possibly cleaned in the past, extremely fine, in NGC holder graded AU DETAILS CLEANED
	    £600-800
g1214
U.S.A., quarter eagle, 1877, light surface marks, in NGC holder graded AU 55	 £800-1,000

1216
1215

1217

g1215
U.S.A., quarter eagle, 1892, about uncirculated and with some original mint lustre, in NGC holder graded AU 58
   	 £400-600
g1216
U.S.A., quarter eagles (2), Indian head, 1908., 1926, extremely fine and better (2)	   £350-400
g1217
U.S.A., 3 dollars, 1854, lightly toned, in NGC holder graded AU 55	  £600-800

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1218

1219

g1218
U.S.A., 3 dollars, 1871, minor surface marks, in NGC holder graded AU 55, scarce	   £800-1,000
g1219
U.S.A., 3 dollars, 1883, traces of original mint bloom, in NGC holder graded AU 55, scarce	   £800-1,000

1220
U.S.A., half eagle, 1798, large eagle reverse with 13 stars, large 8 in date, with usual die flaws on reverse in well-developed
stage, very light adjustment marks, in NGC holder graded AU 53	  £8,000-10,000

1221
U.S.A., half eagle, 1799, second 9 of date re-punched, evenly struck, with a hint of original mint colour and lightly toned,
in NGC holder graded AU 55	  £7,000-9,000

g1222
U.S.A., half eagle, 1806, pointed 6 in date, light surface marks, in NGC holder graded AU 55	 £4,000-6,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g1223
U.S.A., half eagle, 1811, tall 5 in denomination, obv., draped bust left with significant die-clashing evident above date and
in field, reverse die displaying flaws in mid-stage (BD-1; die state c/e), lightly toned, in NGC holder graded AU 53
 	   £3,000-4,000

g1224
U.S.A., half eagle, 1834, second Classic head, with truncation nearly straight, plain 4 in date, minimal surface marks, mint
state and with much original lustre, in NGC holder graded MS 63	 £4,000-6,000

1225

1226

g1225
U.S.A., half eagle, 1851 d, Dahonlega mint, Liberty head, with contact marks overall, in NGC holder graded XF 40
 	   £700-900
g1226
U.S.A., half eagle, 1852 c, Charlotte mint, scrape on obverse rim but otherwise with very light wear, in NGC holder
graded AU DETAILS / OBV RIM DAMAGE	  £600-800

g1227
U.S.A., half eagle, 1854 c, Charlotte mint, about uncirculated, in NGC holder graded AU 58, scarce	   £2,000-2,500
g1228
U.S.A., half eagles (5), Liberty head (2), 1881, 1893 and Indian head (3), 1911 s, 1912, 1915, good very fine and better, 1912
cleaned (5)	  £1,500-2,000
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g1229
U.S.A., half eagle, 1909 D, mint state, with original lustre,	  £350-450

g1230
U.S.A., eagle, 1850, large date, surface knock beneath Liberty’s chin, in NGC holder graded MS 60, scarce thus
	    £1,500-2,000

1231

1232

g1231
U.S.A., eagle, 1870, surface marks, in NGC holder graded AU DETAILS / CLEANED	 £800-1,200
g1232
U.S.A., eagle, 1873 s, very fine to good very fine	  £700-900
g1233
U.S.A., eagles (2), Indian head, 1907, 1913 s, both extremely fine (2)	    £1,300-1,600

g1234
U.S.A., double eagle, 1860, scattered surface marks and scuffs, about uncirculated, in NGC holder graded AU 58
	    £2,000-2,500

g1235
U.S.A., double eagle, 1861, bagmarked, about uncirculated and lustrous, in NGC holder graded AU 58	 £1,800-2,200
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g1236
U.S.A., double eagle, 1889 cc, Carson City mint, bagmarked, almost mint state and retaining full mint lustre, in NGC
holder graded AU 58	    £3,500-4,500

g1237
U.S.A., double eagle, 1890, bagmarked, mint state, in NGC holder graded MS 61	  £1,500-2,000

g1238
U.S.A., double eagle, 1890 cc, considerable surface marks, especially on obverse, good very fine, in NGC holder graded
AU DETAILS / CLEANED	 £2,000-2,500

g1239
U.S.A., double eagle, 1892 cc, Carson City mint, typical bagmarks, mint state and with full lustre, in NGC holder graded
MS 61+, rare thus	 £6,000-8,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g1240
U.S.A., double eagle, 1893 cc, Carson City mint, good extremely fine, in NGC holder graded AU 58	 £3,500-4,500

g1241
U.S.A., High Relief type double eagle, MCMVII (1907), by Augustus Saint-Gaudens, with wire rims, light surface and edge
marks from handling, mint state with rich, golden toning, in NGC holder graded MS 61	    £6,000-8,000

g1242
U.S.A., 20 dollars, 1924, mint state, in PCGS holder graded MS63    	

1243

£1,300-1,500

1244

g1243
U.S.A., 20 dollars, 1926, mint state  	  £1,300-1,500
g1244
U.S.A., double eagle, 1927, mint state, with full original lustre	    £1,300-1,600
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

PRIVATE AND TERRITORIAL GOLD COINS

g1245
U.S.A., California, Norris, Gregg & Norris, San Francisco, half eagle, 1849, with reeded edge, about uncirculated, in
NGC holder graded AU 58	 £8,000-12,000

g1246
U.S.A., California, Moffat & Co., San Francisco, half eagle, 1849, evenly worn overall, in NGC holder graded XF 40
	   £1,800-2,200

g1247
U.S.A., California, Augustus Humbert as United States Assayer of Gold, eagle, 1852, normal date, reads ten
dols 884 thous:, old scratch on reverse, in NGC holder graded XF 40	    £2,000-3,000

g1248
U.S.A., California, Kellogg & Co., double eagle, 1854, bagmarked, about uncirculated, in NGC holder graded AU 58
    	
£6,000-8,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g1249
U.S.A., California, Kellogg & Co., double eagle, 1854, variety of the last with bold portrait, large coronet jewels and
narrow 8 in date, considerable surface scuffs, possibly cleaned in the distant past but now lightly toned, in NGC holder
graded AU DETAILS / CLEANED	 £4,000-6,000

g1250

U.S.A., Utah, Mormon Territory, half eagle, 1849, Salt Lake City, 8 of date weakly struck, generally extremely
fine and clear, in NGC holder graded XF 45 	
£12,000-15,000

g1251
U.S.A., Colorado, Clark, Gruber & Co., eagle, 1861, Denver, well-circulated, with even overall wear, in NGC holder
graded VF 30   	 £2,000-3,000

1252
U.S.A., Californian Small Denomination Gold, octagonal half dollar, 1876, 1 of date over 6, Indian head (BG-935),
wiped in the past and with surface scratch on reverse, good extremely fine and lightly toned, in NGC holder graded UNC
DETAILS / CLEANED	 £150-200

SILVER, COPPER AND BRONZE COINS AND MEDALS
1253
France / North America, billon sou marqué of 24 deniers, 1740 d (Lyon), probably a contemporary forgery (cf Breen
451), silver wash largely missing, considerable verdigris, very fine; with a small group of French, French Colonial and
other coins in silver (3), billon (3) and copper (5), broadly of types which may have circulated in North America, mostly
poor to fine (13)	     £180-220
Provenance: Beaumont family Collection.
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1254
U.S.A., North American Token, 1781, in copper, Hibernia seated, rev., ship (Breen 1144), very fine    	

£1,500-2,000

1255
Great Britain / U.S.A., Lancashire, Lancaster, token halfpenny, the so-called ‘Kentucky cent’, hand holding scroll,
rev., fifteen radiant stars representing the States of the U.S.A., edge plain (D. & H. 59; Breen 1154), very fine     £300-400

1256
France / U.S.A., General Lafayette (1757-1834), copper tribute medal, 1824, by François Caunois, bust right, rev.,
THE DEFENDER OF AMERICAN AND FRENCH LIBERTY… in oak wreath, 47mm, mint state    	
£80-120

1257
U.S.A., cent, 1803, draped bust right small date below with blunted 1, rev., denomination at centre within wreath, large
fraction below (Sheldon 258), toned, light surface marks, light arcing die flaw through 1 of date, nearly very fine
   	  £200-300
From a small, recently rediscovered 19th century Scottish collection.

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1258
U.S.A., proof Gobrecht ‘Flying Eagle’ silver dollar, 1836, die alignment II (Judd 60), with handling marks and a small
rim bruise, good extremely fine and lightly toned, in NGC holder graded PF 58	    £12,000-15,000

1259
U.S.A., silver dollar, 1854, Liberty seated type, sometime cleaned and with a few marks, in NGC holder graded AU
DETAILS CLEANED	    £1,200-1,500

1260
U.S.A., 20 cents, 1875 S, San Francisco mint, mint state and lightly toned, in NGC holder graded MS63   	 £350-450
1261
U.S.A., Trade dollar, 1877 S, San Francisco mint, bagmarked, mint state and ‘frosty’, in NGC holder graded MS61
	    £400-600
1262
U.S.A., half-dollar, 1885, good extremely fine but sometime cleaned, now lightly toned	  £180-220
1263
U.S.A., Morgan dollars (32), 1878 S, 1879, 1880 (2), 1880 O, 1881 O (2), 1884 S, 1885 (2), 1886, 1889 (2), 1890, 1890 O,
1894 S, 1896 (2), 1901 O, 1921 (11) , 1921 D, 1921 S, and Peace dollars (11), 1922 (5), 1923 (4), 1924, 1926 s, mixed grades
fine to mint state; with silver 1 oz. eagle, 1989, Independence Day 1973, silver 1 oz. bar, and other coins (20), mainly silver
US issues, 19th and 20th Century, mixed grades (65)	    £500-700
1264
U.S.A., Miscellaneous issues (17), half-dollar, 1817, obverse dark-toned, good very fine; dimes (2), 1857, 1876; nickels
(3), all shield without rays, 1867, 1868 (2), cents (10), 1827, 1831, 1837 (2), medium and small letters, 1841, 1842, 1845,
1851, 1862, 1864 without l, the 1837 small letters cent extremely fine, others fine to very fine; and a St Patrick farthing,
fair (17)   	 £200-250
1265
Miscellaneous world coins (95), a diverse group, some in silver, several U.S. including quarter-dollar, 1918, this
extremely fine, also British Guiana half-guilder, 1836, Italian Somalia rupee, 1912 and Jamaican commemorative 10 dollars,
1972 (2), mixed grades and quality (lot)   	 £350-450

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

BANKNOTES
1266
English Provincial: Derby Bank (Bellairs, Sons & Co.), £1, 19 March 1812 (Grant 6105A) and Wolverhampton Bank
(Gibbons & Co.), £1, 10 April 1813 (Outing 2392f), each with bankruptcy stamp on reveres and second with an unusual
minor misprint at lower right corner, very good or about fine (2)    	
£100-150

1267

1275

1267
English Provincial: Gainsborough Bank (William Hornby & Joseph Esdaile, £10, 3 August 1801, ‘payable in London’,
serial no. 534, with vignette of bridge and ship and manuscript signature of Hornby (Outing 811d), bankruptcy stamp
dated 19th Sept. 1803 at ‘White Hart Inn, Gainsburgh’ [sic] on reverse, heavy marginal wear and only fair, scarce
	     £100-150
Ex Phillips auction, 1 Feb. 1990, lot 403.
1268
Treasury, Bradbury Second Issue, 10/- (D. T12), pressed, fine; Bank of England, ‘Britannia’ 10/- (6), of Peppiatt, Beale
and O’Brien; with later portrait 10/- (70), of O’Brien, Hollom and Fforde, fine to uncirculated (77)   	 £120-150
1269
Bank of England, ‘Britannia’ £1 (74), one of Catterns, others all of Peppiatt, Beale and O’Brien; with later portrait £1
of series C (20) and series D (about 100), various issues, many consecutively numbered, Catterns very good, later notes
mixed grades very good to uncirculated (about 194)  	  £300-500
1270
Bank of England, various £5 (9), comprising: Hollom (1); series D ‘L’ reverse (5), of Page (2) and Somerset (3); and series
E Stephenson (3), of Gill (1) and Kentfield (2), these both in serial R01; .with series E Dickens £10 of Kentfield, serial A01,
good very fine to uncirculated; together with a group of BMA notes and BAFSVS, various series and denominations, mixed
grades fine to uncirculated, and a series of cheques drawn on the National Provincial Bank, Leicester Branch, in the 1890s
(lot)  	  £100-200
1271
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, 30 Nov. 1944, good very fine; together with varied Allied Military Authority, British
Military Authority, BAFSVs and other world Military notes, etc. (79), also including ‘Operation Bernhard’ forgeries of Bank
of England £20 dated 1930 and £10 dated 1935, mixed grades and quality (80)  	  £150-250
1272
Scotland, Tweed Bank, £5, Berwick, 1 Jany. 1840, signed by Langhorn (Douglas 3), about fine and East Lothian
Banking Co., £1, 18--, unissued remainder, rev., GR IV Congreve duty stamp, good very fine (2)   	 £150-200
1273
Guernsey, 1975 issue, £10 (1) and £1 (9), all signed by Hodder; with 1980 issue, £10 (4), £5 (10), £1 (12) and 1990 issue,
£5 (1), and £1 (28), 1975 £10 good very fine, others mostly uncirculated and sequentially numbered (64)   	 £300-500
1274
Jersey, 1963 issue, £5 (1) and 1976 issue, £5 (10) and £1 (2), all signed by Clennet (Pick 9b, 12a, 11a) and £10 signed by
May (Pick 13b), all good extremely fine or uncirculated; with 8 further Jersey £1 from circulation (22)	  £150-250
1275
Isle of Man, Douglas & Isle of Man Bank, £1, 2 Jan. 1848, no. 22517, signed by Jas. Holmes (Pick S131; Quarmby 231),
very good    	
£80-120
1276
Isle of Man, various issues 1961-83, comprising 10/- (3), 50p (27) and £1 (13), mixed grades, mostly uncirculated (43)  	
  	
£100-150
1277
African banknotes (a few hundred), including Republic of Mali, undated [1967] 50 francs and 500 francs (Pick 6, 8),
very good to fine, with various issues of Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Malawi and Mozambique, mixed grades
(lot)   	 £100-200
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1281

1285

1286

1288

ex lot 1292

1278
British Commonwealth Banknotes (a few hundred), mainly issues of: India, George VI and later, also a couple of
earlier fiscal documents; also Hong Kong, including 10 dollars (10) of HSBC and of Chartered Bank, as well as a number of
George VI and Elizabeth II 1 cent notes, Mauritius, including 1967 issue 10 rupees (2), these uncirculated and 50 rupees,
fine, with various issues of Jamaica, Maldives and New Zealand, mixed grades (lot) 	   £250-350
1279
British Commonwealth, an interesting range of mainly lower denomination notes (26), many emergency or siege
issues, including; British West Africa, shilling, 1918; Canada, 25 cents ‘shinplaster’, 1870 (Pick 8a); Ceylon, 5 cents,
1942 (Pick 42);, British North Borneo, dollar, 1936; Fiji, shilling, 1942, with partial watermark; Malta, 1 shilling,
1940; Sarawak, 5 katis rubber coupon, 1941; South Africa, Siege of Mafeking 10 shillings (reads ‘Commaning’) and 2
shillings, 1900; Straits Settlements, dollar, 1921 (Pick 1c); and sundry issues of India, Hong Kong, Cyprus, Malaya
and Mauritius, mostly well worn, mixed grades fair to very fine, several scarce (26)  	  £300-500
1280
Central and South American Banknotes (a few hundred), including representative issues of Guatemala, Guyana,
Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua and Paraguay, together with notes of Haiti, broad range of dates and types, mixed
grades (lot)   	 £200-300
1281
Cyprus, Republic of Cyprus, 250 mils (4), 1 December 1961, consecutive serial nos. A/1 129663 to A/1 29666, blue and
multicoloured (Pick 37a), uncirculated (4)   	 £700-1,000
1282
Cyprus, Republic of Cyprus, 250 mils (4), 1 December 1961, consecutive serial nos. A/1 129669 to A/1 129672, blue and
multicoloured (Pick 37a), uncirculated (4)  	  £700-1,000
1283
Cyprus, Republic of Cyprus, 250 mils (2), 1 December 1961, consecutive serial nos. A/1 129686 and A/1 129687, blue
and multicoloured (Pick 37a), both lightly marked at the upper left corner (the second less so), otherwise uncirculated
(2)   	 £250-350
1284
Cyprus, Republic of Cyprus, 500 mils, 1 December 1961, serial no. A/1 119654, green and multicoloured (Pick 38a),
uncirculated   	 £200-300
1285
Cyprus, Republic of Cyprus, 500 mils, 1 December 1961, serial no. A/1 119668, green and multicoloured (Pick 38a),
uncirculated    	
£200-300
1286
Cyprus, Republic of Cyprus, 500 mils (5), 1 December 1961, consecutive serial nos. A/1 119642 to A/1 119646, green
and multicoloured (Pick 38a), uncirculated (5)    	
£1,000-1,500
1287
Cyprus, Republic of Cyprus, 500 mils (5), 1 December 1961, consecutive serial nos. A/1 119647 to A/1 119651, green and
multicoloured (Pick 38a), uncirculated (5)   	 £1,000-1,500
1288
Cyprus, Republic of Cyprus, £1, 1 December 1961, serial no. A/2 181615, brown and multicoloured (Pick 38a), tiny
mark on reverse, otherwise uncirculated   	 £150-250
1289
Egypt, 100 pounds, 16.5.1951, signed by Saad, serial no. CD/4 056800 (Pick 27b), good fine; together with 10 pounds (2),
17.3.1931, signed by Cook (Pick 23a), good and fine and 5 pounds (2), also signed by Cook (Pick 19b), fine and about fine
(5)   	 £200-300
1290
Ethiopia, 1945 issue, 50 dollars, signed Rozell, 10 dollars, dollars (2), all signed by Bennett (P. 15c, 14b, 12b (2)), 10 dollars
creased, fine, others very fine or better; 1961 issue, 100, 50, 10 and 1 dollar (P. 23b, 22, 20, 10), 100 dollars very good,
dollar fine, others very fine or slightly better; 1966 issue, 100, 50, 10 and 5 dollars (P. 29, 28, 27, 26), very fine or slightly
better (12)   	 £300-400
1291
France, Assignats (15), various issues including 10,000 francs, 18 Nivôse an 3 (Pick A82), this slightly foxed, fine; together
with diverse world banknotes etc. (a few hundred), some of French and French Colonial interest, also Netherlands
Indies, varied Japanese Occupation issues, Philippines, Poland, a few 19th Century South American, modern
Iraq and various Russian notes, including Kuban State Bank, 50 roubles, serial AA-01 (Pick S496), mixed grades (lot)    	
£250-350
1292
France, Banque de France, 100 francs (8), 20 June 1940, consecutive serial nos. C.12197-266 to C.12197-273,
multicoloured, figure of France with child holding wreath over an aerial view of Paris, rev., Duc de Sully (Pick 94), an
original uncirculated run of eight notes, scarce thus (8)  	  £250-350
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

1293
France, Banque de France, 100 francs (12), various dates 23 May 1940 to 19 March 1942, various serials including three
consecutive pairs, type as preceding lot (Pick 94), earliest note and two or three others with light traces of handling, good
extremely fine to uncirculated (12)    	
£250-350
1294
Gambia, Currency Board, 1965-70 issue, 10/- and £1 (Pick 1, 2) and Central Bank, undated issues from 1972 onwards,
1 dalasi (4) and various 5 dalasi (14), generally uncirculated (20)   	 £80-120
1295
Germany, a substantial collection of notgeld, kriegsgeld, Inflationary period and later notes (several hundred), with
strength in States, railway and local issues current in the 1920s; also representative Austrian and related types, mixed
grades, many from circulation, also many uncirculated, mostly displayed in several albums (lot) 	   £250-350
1296
Iran and Lebanon, ranges of banknotes, some 1930s issues but mostly later, with considerable duplication (many
hundred); together with Israel, a similar but smaller selection, 1958 and later (about 55), mixed grades, including many
uncirculated (lot)    	
£200-300
1297
Lebanon, Banque de Syrie et du Liban, 5 livres, 1.9.1939, type B overprint, serial no. K/AM 011369 (Pick 27b; Ayoub
p.83), minor marginal tears from folding, fine    	 £150-200
1298
Poland, Lodz, ‘Littmannstadt’ Ghetto currency notes, comprising 50 pfennig, 1 mark (12) and 20 mark (3), all 15 May
1940, generally good very fine (16)	    £250-350
1299
Syria, République Syrienne, 10, 25 and 50 piastres, issues of 1942 (Pick 50, 51 and 52; Djaroueh SY95, SY96 and SY97),
extremely fine or better (3)   	 £150-200
1300
U.S.A., Fractional Currency, pair of uncut First Issue 5 cents, 1863 (Pick 97c) and later issues of 5 cents (1), 10 cents
(3) and 25 cents (3) (Pick 101a, 108a, 109d, 115b, 118a, , 122b, 123); together with a range of mainly Southern States 19th
century banknotes, etc. (15), including an old forgery of C.S.A. $20 (type as Pick 31a), Louisiana baby bond, Trenton (New
Jersey) State Bank $1 and also Colonial Bank of Canada $1, 1859, mostly well worn, mixed grades fair to very fine (23)   	
	 £250-350
1301
World Banknotes (several hundred), mainly WW2-present but some earlier, of France, also with range of French
Colonial issues, Hungary, Italy, Greece, Iceland, Netherlands, Austria and Luxembourg, mixed grades and
quality; together with modern lower denomination banknotes, good-fors etc. of Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova and
Northern Macedonia, some in unissued packets (many hundred), generally uncirculated (lot)    	
£300-400
1302
World Banknotes (many hundreds), of Indonesia, including several packets of sequentially-numbered notes, Japan,
including Occupation issues, also Korea, Laos, Mongolia, Nepal and Pakistan, mixed grades, many uncirculated
(lot)  	  £200-300
1303
Ephemera: Various 19th Century cheques, bills of exchange and receipts (38), some of Scottish and some of British
Commonwealth interest; together with a substantial range of skit notes, toy money, facsimile and copy banknotes, advertising
notes, souvenirs, ‘Hell’ notes etc., mixed dates, grades and quality, some arranged in an album (a few hundred) 	
	   £100-200

END OF SALE

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.
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is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain
any copyright clearance or any necessary
import, export or other licence required by
law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES).

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale
(including after the fall of the hammer) if
(s)he believes that there may be an error or
dispute, and may also take such other action
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and
advance the bidding in such increments as
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract
between the Buyer and the Seller is
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall
incorporate these Conditions of Business.
8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance,
payment of the Purchase Price is due in
pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in
cleared funds. M&E will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment.
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase
Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6,
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots
within 10 working days of the auction.
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working
days after the auction. Until risk passes,
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer.
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the
Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any
acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment for the lot
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more
of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by
the Buyer for the lot;

(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion,
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price
and the amount achieved on re-sale,
including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days
written notice before exercising such lien;
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest
and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller
to enable the Seller to commence legal
proceedings.

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but
does not collect the lot within 20 working
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s
premises or in independent storage.
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within
6 months of the auction, following 60 days
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer
within 2 years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) M&E will use information supplied by
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by
M&E for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and
as otherwise required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing of
their personal information and to the disclosure
of such information to third

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per Condition
9(i).
.

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions
and all other materials produced by M&E are
the copyright of M&E.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s
prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and
representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set
out the entire agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts shall
remain in full force and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be
interpreted in accordance with English Law,
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of
Property which is later shown to be a
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by the
Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase
Price.
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after the
date of the relevant auction, is for the benefit
of the Buyer only and is non-transferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable
opinion is an imitation created with the intent
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date,
age, period, culture or source, where the
correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the
Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit
solely because of any damage and/or
restoration and/or modification work
(including, but not limited to, traces of
mounting, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply
if either:-

(i) the catalogue description was in
accordance with the generally accepted
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit
would have been by means of processes not
then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or
likely to have caused damage to or loss in value
to the Property (in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s
reasonable opinion); or
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of
the Property from its value had it accorded with
its catalogue description;
(iv) the sole grounds for claiming that the
item is a Counterfeit are based on a
difference of opinion between Morton &
Eden Ltd and a third-party coin grading
service.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer
must:-

(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing within
one (1) month of receiving any information that
causes the Buyer to question the authenticity or
attribution of the Property, specifying the lot
number, date of the auction at which it was
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to
be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Morton
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the date
of sale and be able to transfer good title in the
Property, free from any third party claims
arising after the date of the sale.
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive
any of the above requirements. Morton &
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at
the Buyer's cost the reports of two
independent and recognised experts in the
relevant field and acceptable to Morton &
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer,
and reserves the right to seek additional
expert advice at its own expense. In the
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to
two mutually approved independent expert
reports, provided always that the costs of
such reports have been approved in advance
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd.

ABSENTEE BID FORM
(Please print clearly or type)

Sale Title:

Coins, Medals and Banknotes
Date:
21 July 2022
Please send to:
Morton & Eden Ltd.
Nash House
St George Street
London W1S 2FQ
info@mortonandeden.com
Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but not
exceeding the specified amount. The
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by
placing a bid on behalf of the seller. The
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the
seller up to the amount of the reserve by
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot.
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is successful, I
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer
price at the rate stated in the front of the
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium
and the hammer price.

Name
Address

Postcode
Telephone/Home

Business

Fax

VAT No.

Email
Signed

Debit Card type:
Card Number
Cardholder Name
Expiry Date

Bank Transfer (strongly recommended)
UK Debit Card (please complete)
Cheque or Banker’s Draft
Drawn on a recognised UK bank.
Foreign cheques will not be accepted.
Sterling Cash
Subject to statutory limits.

Issue No.

Security Code (last 3 digits on back of card)
Billing Address (if different from above)

Cardholder Signature (By signing this you are
authorising payment for this sale)

If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick
Lot No

Payment Instructions:

Date

Lot Description

⃞

£ Bid Price

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

